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Abstract

Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are over five-times more prevalent than gene coding sequences in the mouse and human genomes (5). The long terminal repeats (LTRs) of these elements are promoter-enhancers that can have many regulatory effects on the host genome (3). Intracisternal A-Particles (IAPs) are a highly active, murine-specific class of ERV that is known to have strong LTR-driven promoter activity (10). In a recent study, a sequence divergence-based subclass nomenclature was suggested for several classes of IAPLTR – including IAPLTR1 (59). However, it remained unknown whether these high (H1) and low (L1) divergence subclasses provided any more biologically relevant information than the current class system (with no subclasses). Some, but not all, IAPLTRs can initiate sense and antisense transcripts and have thus been considered bidirectional promoters; however, due to growing interest in their form and function, a set of criteria has recently been established for what defines a bidirectional promoter and bidirectional reporter constructs have been developed. The research presented in this thesis provides a detailed analysis of bidirectional and unidirectional reporter constructs and provides evidence that bidirectional reporter constructs should be used when assaying bidirectional promoters. Using a bidirectional reporter construct, IAPLTR1 was determined to meet the criteria for a bidirectional promoter. The core promoters for IAPLTR1 and putative transcription factor binding sites that were unique to each subclass were identified. Point mutagenesis experiments revealed that functional divergence accompanied the sequence divergence of H1 and L1 subclasses. In fact, 95% of the total promoter activity of an L1 LTR was removed by changing three base-pairs to resemble the same region of an H1 LTR. The reciprocal experiment resulted in the H1 LTR losing 100% of antisense promoter activity, but
maintaining 100% of sense promoter activity. These experiments, among others, provide evidence that the subclass system provides more biologically relevant information than the single IAPLTR1 class, and therefore should be adopted as part of IAP nomenclature.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Transposable Elements

While less than 2% of human and mouse genomes are comprised of genic coding exons, approximately half of these genomes are composed of transposable elements (TEs) (Figure 1.1) (1, 2). TEs are units of DNA that have or had the ability to insert themselves into new locations in the genome, earning them the nickname ‘jumping genes’ (3).

There are two classes of TE: DNA transposons, which can ‘cut-and-paste’ themselves within a host genome; and retrotransposons, which can ‘copy-and-paste’ themselves within a host genome by using an RNA intermediate (3). Due to their replicative ability, retrotransposons comprise about 95% of TEs in humans and mice (4, 5). This class of TE is made up of Long and Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements (LINEs and SINEs) which have no long terminal repeats (non-LTR retroelements), and Endogenous Retroviruses (ERVs) which have long terminal repeats (LTR retroelements) (3).

1.2 Endogenous Retroviruses

Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are believed to be remnants of ancient exogenous retroviral infections (6). Exogenous retroviruses became endogenous by invading the germlines of their hosts, thereby enabling vertical transmission (from parent to offspring) (3, 7). After invading the germline, ERVs usually acquire mutations that incapacitate their ability to infect other cells, thus disabling horizontal transmission (between unrelated cells or individuals) (3, 7). Akin to the proviral form of their exogenous cousins, ERV sequences typically have gag and pol genes ‘bookended’ by LTRs which sit at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the integrated (proviral) retroviral sequence (reverse transcriptase, ribonucleaseH, and integrase genes are embedded within the pol gene) (Figure 1.2) (4, 8). Unlike exogenous retroviruses, ERVs often lack a functional env gene.
Figure 1.1 Transposable Element Composition of the Human and Mouse Genomes.

While less than 2% of either of these genomes is comprised of gene coding sequences, nearly half of each genome is comprised of transposable elements.

[Data from reference 5]

(7). Loss of functional env is typically what disables horizontal transmission of an ‘endogenized’ retrovirus (4, 7, 8).

Within a host genome, ERVs can be present in three main forms: as a full-length (two LTRs separated by some internal ERV sequence), as a deletion element (a full-length ERV with a deletion(s) in the internal sequence), or as a solitary LTR (Figure 1.2, Figure 1.3). Full-length, replication-competent elements replicate to colonize the host genome by: 1. Recruiting a host RNA polymerase to the 5’ LTR (the retrovirus’ enhancer-promoter) to transcribe the provirus into mRNA; 2. Using the virally encoded reverse transcriptase to copy the mRNA into cDNA; 3.
Using the encoded ribonuclease H to degrade the RNA from the DNA-RNA heteroduplex; 4. Using the virally encoded integrase to integrate the final double-stranded cDNA copy of the provirus into a new genomic location (7, 8). In contrast, solitary LTRs are created when recombination between LTRs results in excision of proviral internal sequences from the host genome, leaving a lone LTR in place of the provirus (3). 85% of ERV loci in the human genome are solitary LTRs (Figure 1.2) (1).

1.3 ERV Effects on the Host Genome

ERV sequences, whether a full-length sequence or a solitary LTR, can affect the host genome in a multitude of ways. One of the most popularized ways ERVs can affect a host is through insertional mutagenesis: when a new retrotransposition event causes a mutation (usually phenotypic) in the host. In mice, 10-12% of spontaneous mutations are caused by the occurrence of a new ERV insertion (10). Classic cases of insertional mutagenesis in the mouse germ line have produced kinky tails, obesity, and coat colour changes (11, 12, 13). In contrast, there is no evidence that human ERVs still retrotranspose (14, 6). The most recent germline jump of HERV-K, the youngest human ERV, was thought to be at least 100,000 years ago (6, 15, 14).

Perhaps even more captivating than cases of insertional mutagenesis are cases of protein domestication: when the host uses an ERV’s protein to perform normal and, sometimes, necessary functions for the host. The Fv1 protein, for example, was one of the first retroviral resistance proteins to be identified and is derived from the gag region of an ancient MERV-L retrovirus in mice; it restricts a wide range of exogenous viruses including spumaviruses, gammaretroviruses, foamy viruses, and lentiviruses (16, 8). Fv1 is used by the host for the host’s purposes, yet is derived from an ancient ERV sequence.
Figure 1.2 Main ERV Forms Present in the Genome.

(A) A Full-Length ERV is composed of an internal ERV sequence with an LTR on either end. The 5’ LTR functions as the promoter-enhancer for transcription of the internal ERV region (int). This region typically contains at least remnants of a gag gene, a pol gene (with reverse transcriptase (RT), ribonucleaseH (RH), and integrase (IN) embedded within pol), and an incapacitated env gene (indicated by ‘env’). (B) A Solitary LTR is generated by recombination between the 5’ and 3’ LTRs. This process leaves a single LTR with no internal ERV sequence. Thick black Bars are LTRs, white boxes are coding regions, small white boxes with dashed outlines are genes embedded within a larger coding sequence, black arrow indicates TSS, ‘int’ signifies the internal region of the ERV, green indicates genomic DNA, black ‘x’ indicates recombination.
Cases of insertional mutagenesis and protein domestication are popular because of their dramatic storylines and their relatively immediate and obvious effects on the host. However, the most pervasive effects ERVs have on their hosts are the often-subtle gene regulatory effects (7, 17, 18, 19). These effects are sometimes caused by insertional mutagenesis, but in most cases of gene-regulatory effects caused by ERVs, the host utilizes ERV sequences that are already embedded in the host’s genome (not newly retrotransposed elements). In fact, depending on cell-type, up to 80% of ERV sequences in the genome of a given species are in euchromatic regions (19). Perhaps unsurprising given their location in open-chromatin, ERVs have been exapted as gene-regulatory elements more frequently than any other TE (19). However, presence in open-chromatin does not completely account for the propensity of ERVs to be exapted for gene-regulation since other TEs that are less frequently exapted for gene-regulation are also located in open chromatin (1, 19).

ERVs located within introns or just down-stream of host genes can provide alternative splice sites. Splice acceptor and donor sites are often a part of the canonical ERV sequence but they can also be created through mutation over time or, rarely, during integration into the host genome (20). In humans, an ERV-K insertion into FLT4/VEGFR-3 (Fms-related Tyrosine Kinase 4/Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Receptor 3) creates a shorter isoform of the endothelial angiogenesis controlling receptor with a different function than the longer isoform (21). A splice donor site within the LTR of the ERV is used to create a transcript variant with an alternative final exon, endowing this protein isoform with its unique functional properties (21).

These intronic and down-stream ERVs can also provide poly(A) sites for transcription termination. These sites are naturally present in the LTRs of ERVs and, when present in the same sense as the gene (poly(A) signals can only be read one way), poly(A) sites can be co-opted to
terminate transcription of a host gene. This is true in the case of human HHLA2 and HHLA3 (HERV-H LTR-Associating Protein 2 and 3) (22). These transcripts utilize the poly(A) signal present in the LTR of a HERV-H to terminate their transcript (22).

Probably due to the presence of transcription termination and splice sites in LTRs, most ERVs within and close to genes are in the antisense orientation relative to the gene. This is thought to be due to selection against the early truncation of gene products (which would result from a sense-oriented poly(A) signal too early in the gene) (3). However, antisense ERVs within introns and down-stream of genes can cause a reduction in the number of gene transcripts; this was observed with the human ERV-K insertion into IFT172 (17). The reason for this reduction in transcripts is unknown. There are two main hypotheses to consider: 1. the ERV actually causes a reduction in genic transcription rates by reducing the processivity of the polymerase (23); or 2. the antisense transcripts complimentary to regions of the gene’s mRNA initiate from the antisense LTR and cause RNA interference-mediated degradation of gene transcripts (17, 24). The second hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that some ERV-initiated transcripts have known interactions with RNA interference machinery (i.e. DICER) and that nearly 49, 000 human gene antisense transcripts initiate in TEs (10, 17, 24).

Due to their ‘ready-made’ and controllable promoters (LTRs), ERVs are often exapted to function as alternative and, in some cases, primary promoters. In the case of the human aromatase gene CYP19A1, an upstream ERV-1 element provides an alternative promoter for placenta-specific expression (26, 27). The exaptation of ERV-derived promoters for tissue-specific expression is common (9). In fact, some ERV-derived promoters are so stage and cell-type specific that the repetitive transcriptome can be used to identify the stage and type of embryonic cells (28, 29). In mice, for example, a set of ERVs is used as alternative promoters to
drive transcription of the early development genes \textit{Nfil3}, \textit{Rpl41}, and \textit{Dnajc11} in a stage-specific manner (30). Retrotransposon-associated transcription start sites are two times more likely than other transcription start sites to have spatially or temporally restricted expression (25). This specificity alongside the strength of ERV-derived promoters is also beneficial for primary promoter activity. For example, in both humans and mice, an upstream ERV insertion drives the primary expression of carbonic anhydrase 1 (CA1) in red blood cells (26).

Not only do ERV-LTRs supply good promoters for the host, they can also be exapted as ‘ready-made’ tissue-specific enhancers (18, 3). In mice, an androgen-responsive LTR upstream of the Sex-Limited Protein Gene (\textit{Ca4/Slp}) ensures its male-specific expression (27, 31). In another case, human specific expression of salivary amylase is driven by the tissue specific enhancer effects of an upstream HERV element (32). Although both cases have proximal ERV-derived enhancers, enhancers can be distal from the genes they affect. It is likely that many ERVs have long-range enhancer effects; however, this kind of long-range effect is difficult to detect – especially with repetitive elements.

ERVs can also have a global regulatory effect through their production of and inclusion in long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs). In a study of around 10, 000 human lncRNAs, 75-80\% were found to contain TE sequences (19). Among these lncRNA-associated TE sequences, ERV-derived sequences were enriched (19). Most ERV-derived sequences in lncRNA make up ‘exons’, but ERVs are also overrepresented at transcriptional start sites, and particular families of LTRs have been identified as lncRNA promoters (3, 19). All in all, it seems that ERVs play a major role in the production and effect of lncRNAs. lncRNA-RoR, a HERV-H-derived lncRNA gene, has been identified as both a conserved lncRNA and as a lncRNA with broad regulatory
effects (19). In this way, ERVs – particularly ERV LTRs – can have a global regulatory effect on the transcriptome.

The effects ERVs have on a gene-by-gene scale – as promoters, alternative splice sites, transcription termination sites, transcript reducers, and enhancers – and on a global transcriptome scale – through lncRNAs and the regulation of many genes under the control of a single ERV family – have prompted some in the scientific community to refer to them as ‘functional genome reshapers’ (17, 33).

1.3.1 ERVs and Host Evolution

Through the many effects they have on a host genome, ERVs promote functional reshaping of gene regulation networks and, in so doing, promote the evolution of the host. Although they are the descendants of pathogens, the ever-growing body of evidence indicates that ERVs are necessary for the normal physiological function of their hosts and are rarely involved in initiating disease. For example, the LTR of a conserved ERV-9 insertion upstream of the β-globin gene is partly responsible for its erythroid-specific transcription, without which, primates would not have the proper proportion of haemoglobin subunits (34, 35). Simply put, this ERV, at least partly, enables normal primate respiration. Another case can be found in the human placenta (36). The env genes from a HERV-W and a HERV-FRD are specifically expressed in the placental tissue (37). The resultant ENV proteins, renamed syncytins, have been domesticated by the host to enable the formation of the syncytiotrophoblast (37). This layer of the placenta requires cell-cell fusion; ENV-derived syncytins enable its formation by endowing these cells with fusogenic properties (37). Syncytins are also known to modulate immune response by donating a conserved immunosuppressive domain, thereby preventing the maternal immune system from rejecting the paternal-derived antigens of the developing child (37).
case, the transmembrane protein (ENV) that initially allowed these HERVs retroviral ancestors to infect the host by suppressing immune response to the virus and binding/fusing with host cells, has become critical to human reproduction (37).

Remarkably, ENV domestication for fusogenic and immunosuppressive qualities in placental tissues has happened more than once. Among eutherian mammals, mice have also had two unique ERV insertions that produce syncytin proteins (37). These proteins are quite different from the syncytins of primates, yet they perform orthologous tasks in the murine placenta (37). Some marsupials (non-eutherians) have even been found to possess unique, ERV-derived syncytins that confer the same immunosuppressive and fusogenic characteristics to their short-lived placentas (38). Indeed, the domestication of ERV-derived ENV proteins in the placenta seems to be a case of convergent evolution in mammals: multiple, independent ERV insertions have gone to fixation in different species/lineages and been exapted for the same purposes (38).

In the case of the apoptotic protein NAIP (Neuronal Apoptosis Inhibitory Protein), multiple lineage-specific ERVs have integrated upstream of the gene in humans, mice, and rats, and in each species, a set of unique ERV LTRs donate promoters to the Naip gene (39). This too is a case where evolution has converged on using ERV LTRs to regulate transcription of a host protein (39). At the time the mouse genome was published in 2002, Waterston et. al had already noted that similar TEs (even lineage-specific ones) were present in orthologous locations in human and mouse genomes (2). The fixation of similar ERVs in orthologous regions combined with the repeated exaptation of lineage-dependent ERVs to perform similar functions for their respective hosts underlines the proclivity of ERVs to confer benefits to the host. Furthermore, the clear cases of ERV exaptation-dependent convergent evolution emphasizes the importance of ERVs to genomic evolution.
ERVs have, of course, also played a major role in divergent evolution and, ultimately, speciation. Each exogenous retrovirus can only infect a certain range of hosts, and only a small fraction of exogenous retroviruses are endogenized (3). Thus, retroviral endogenization events are species and/or lineage specific. Within a lineage, species-specific expansions of a common ERV result in species-specific insertions. The differences in ERV-type and location provide variation in how the genome can be re-shaped. 34% of human-specific TE insertions have accrued within genes providing a unique and usable template for genome re-shaping (17). In fact, a comparison between humans and mice – species between which 60% of alternative promoter sequences are conserved – revealed that ERV-derived alternative promoters are almost exclusively non-conserved (18, 40). In other words, ERV-derived alternative promoters are almost always species-specific. It should be noted that the oldest ERV sequences are more likely to be shared between species and less likely to be recognized as an ERV, so this assessment is biased to find young, species-specific ERVs; however, it still provides some evidence that ERVs are involved in generating species-specific variation (18). The pattern of species-specific ERV association with differentially expressed genes is observed even among closely related primates, like chimpanzees and humans (10).

ERVs provide nearly 20% of all TF-bound transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) in humans and mice (19, 33). TE-derived TFBSs are subject to functional constraints, yet evolve faster than non-TE-derived TFBSs – further endowing TEs with the ability to contribute to species-specific transcription units (19, 41). Among TEs, ERVs are particularly good at providing TFBSs to the human genome (41). In fact, they are the only young class of TEs that have provided the human genome with more TFBSs than would be expected based on their frequency in the genome; furthermore, those TFBSs are the most conserved of all TE-derived
TFBSs (41). This unexpectedly high conservation of TFBSs is probably due to the critical nature of some of the TFBSs that ERVs provide - OCT4 and NANOG sites, for example. At least one-fifth of these sites, which are critical for the maintenance of pluripotency and early embryonic development, reside in species-specific ERVs (27, 42). Clearly, ERVs have been and are continuing to be important for genomic plasticity.

It has also been suggested that the epigenome – the chemical modifications that dictate chromatin state, and thus provide a kind of ‘oversight’ to the transcriptome – was formed in response to TEs (23, 43). DNA methylation is one of the main chemical modifications of the epigenome. When transfected into cells, TEs have been shown to attract de novo DNA methylation (43). In vivo, the promoters of most viral sequences and TEs (including ERVs) are inactivated by methylation in differentiated cells (10, 24, 43). Consistent with this observation, hypomethylation of the genome – whether induced through physiological processes like aging, pathological processes like cancer, or chemical treatments like 5-azacytidine (a de-methylation agent) – de-represses ERVs, significantly increasing the number of ERV-derived transcripts present in a cell (10, 24). DNA methyltransferases and some of their associated proteins have also been shown to be necessary for ERV methylation and repression (10, 24, 44). However, in stark contrast to differentiated cells, in the pre-implantation embryo (and mouse embryonic stem cells) DNA methylation has been shown to be neither necessary nor sufficient for ERV repression (44). In these cells, histone modifications (the other major component of epigenetic control) repress ERVs (44). Both the repressive histone modifications themselves and functional copies of the proteins that are associated with depositing those modifications are necessary for ERV repression in these cells (45-47). ERVs can also be marked with repressive or active histone modifications in differentiated cells (27, 48) While all active promoters – ERV-derived
or not – are typically associated with H3K4me3, different classes of ERV are associated with different kinds of repressive modifications (i.e. H3K9me3 represses Class 1 and Class 2 ERVs, while H3K9me2 represses Class 3 ERVs) which suggests that these repressive modifications have been tailored to specific retroviral invasions (3, 49). Furthermore, the strong correlation between the expansions of tandem zinc finger genes and ERV invasions strongly suggests that ERVs drive the amplification and diversification of zinc finger proteins (ZFPs)(50). In mammals, most ZFPs have an associated KRAB-domain (50). KRAB-ZFPs are proteins whose job is to identify regions that require repression and recruit the necessary proteins to form repressive histone modifications at those sites (50, 51). Altogether, these lines of evidence have led to the hypothesis that the formation of the epigenome was driven, at least in part, in response to TEs and particularly, in response to ERVs (43).

Regardless of how the epigenome arose, it is certainly involved in the repression and activation of ERVs in genomes today. This interaction between ERVs and the epigenome provides an interface through which the transcriptome can respond to environmental conditions (27). ERVs and the epigenome are both sensitive to environmental stress (27, 52, 53). In fact, one third of metastable epialleles reported by Rakyan et al. are known to occur on ERV sequences (53). The classic case of a metastable epiallele – the A^vy allele at the Agouti locus in mice – is an instance in which the interface of an ERV and the epigenome can produce an environment-sensitive phenotypic effect on the host (54). More recently, particular ERV families (like MER41B) were identified as major players in the regulation of innate immunity (55, 56). These ERVs confer the ability to produce an inflammatory response by providing regulatory elements with the TFBSs required for interferon-induced transcription proximally to important innate immunity genes throughout the genome of many mammals (55). ERVs, whether the site
of a metastable epiallele or simply acting as a *cis*-regulatory element, may have a particular proclivity to enable a genomic response to environmental conditions.

By reshaping the host genome, ERVs provide innovations that are selected for in both convergent and divergent evolution. ERVs also promote the evolution of the host genome through donating TFBSs, driving the development of the epigenome, and responding to environmental conditions – especially stress. Therefore, understanding ERVs – their regulatory capacities and their evolution within a host – is critical to understanding genome biology.

1.4 Intracisternal-A Particles

Intracisternal-A Particles (IAPs) are a young murine-specific superfamily of ERVs. IAPs are extremely insertionally polymorphic in mice, providing a model in which the effect of an IAP can be clearly examined due to its presence in a given location in one strain of mouse and its absence in the same location in a closely related strain of mouse (57, 58). Solitary IAP LTRs are present in highest copy number in the genome, comprising 52% of IAP sequences in the inbred strain C57BL/6 (59). Of the full-length forms, the undeleted, 7.2kb IAP sequence is present in highest copy number after solitary LTRs and the deleted, 5.4kb 1delta1 IAP sequence is present in second highest copy number (Figure 1.3) (59). The 1.9kb deletion in the internal region of the 1delta1 sequence creates a gag-pol fusion protein that aids in retrotransposition of the IAP – likely driving the 1delta1 deletion to be the most abundant of the four deletion-type IAPs (Figure 1.3) (60, 61). IAPs are particularly interesting because they experience high levels of transcription across many cell types (including many differentiated cells, not just ESCs) and still retrotranspose under normal physiological circumstances (10). Indeed, together with the ETn (early transposon) ERVs in mice, they are responsible for most new germ line ERV insertions causing phenotypes in inbred mouse strains (10). This is in stark contrast to ERV activity in
humans where ERVs are considered retrotranspositionally ‘dead’ (14). Although it should be noted that most of the IAP retrotransposition events in the germ line giving rise to inherited phenotypes have occurred on a single genetic background: C3H (10).

Documented, new IAP insertions typically cause ectopic gene expression from the LTR promoter (9, 10). Such a proclivity to donate promoter sequences is not common to all ERVs (10). For example, new insertions of ETns typically disrupt gene expression by donating polyA or splice sites but rarely by donating promoters, likely due to the fact that ETns are only transcriptionally active in early embryos (10). Altogether, IAPs are a particularly interesting class of ERV to study.

1.4.1 Long Terminal Repeats (LTRs)

LTRs have three major structural components U3, R, and U5 (from 5’ to 3’) (61-64). These regions are defined by the structure of the mRNA transcript (61-64). The boundary between U3 and R is defined by the transcription start site (TSS), so that the 5’ end of the mRNA contains no U3 sequence but all of R and U5. The boundary between R and U5 is defined by the transcription termination site, so that the 3’ end of the mRNA contains no U5 sequence but all of U3 and R (61-64). The U3 region confers all (or nearly all) promoter and enhancer properties to the LTR, and generally includes an enhancer component upstream of a CCAAT-sequence that is upstream of a TATA-related sequence (62, 65, 66). U3 regions contain a myriad of enhancer and promoter sequences, some are specific to a particular LTR, others (like SP1, GC-boxes, and YY1) are common to many LTRs – although they may vary in position within U3 (67-69).

Transcripts from full length ERVs are not prematurely terminated in the 5’LTR – even though the poly(A) sequence and the TTS are present downstream of the TSS – indicating that LTRs can be inefficient at transcription termination. Temin suggested that R-loop formation
between the U3 and R sequences was necessary for effective termination of the pro-viral transcript (64). If poly(A) termination efficiency without R-loop formation is as low as Temin believed, mRNA transcripts (which lack U3 in the 5’ end) would not be able to terminate until the 3’LTR (64). Indeed, recent studies have revealed that even with R-loop formation, 3’LTRs can be inefficient at transcription termination, often resulting in very long RNA transcripts (70).

1.4.2 IAPLTR1 Subclasses

LTRs have been classified by sequence similarity and association with particular internal sequences (59, 71). 16.7% of the IAPLTRs in the C57BL/6 genome are IAPLTR1 (Figure 1.4) (59). This third largest class of LTRs is the youngest, as determined by the sequence divergence between LTRs of a full-length element. In fact, almost all ‘perfect pair’ IAPLTRs (LTRs of a full-length element with 100% sequence identity to one another) are derived from two IAP LTR classes – 1 and 1a (59). Since LTRs are identical immediately post-retrotransposition, this also implies that IAPLTR1 is one of the two classes that have had the most retrotranspositionally active IAPs recently in C57BL/6 (59). IAPLTR1s are also the most highly associated LTR with the prolific, deleted, 1del1 IAP subtype, which is believed to have caused most of the recent retrotransposition cases in mice (59). Thus, IAPLTR1 is a particularly interesting class of LTR.

Recently, it has been suggested that IAPLTR1, along with several other subtypes of LTR including 1a, 2, 2a, 2b, 3, and 4, should actually be classified into two subclasses: a subclass that shows high divergence from the Rep-base consensus sequence (H1) and a subclass that shows low divergence from the Rep-base consensus sequence (L1) (59). Unlike the subclasses for LTRs 2, 2a, and 2b which do not correlate well with their divergence rates, IAPLTR1s H1 and L1 subclasses correlate well with their assigned divergence rates, suggesting that IAPLTR1 sequences arise from a common ancestral sequence (not independent invasions, but various
Figure 1.3. Schematic of Main IAP Forms in the Genome.

(A) The IAP mRNA Transcript defines the U3, R, and U5 regions of the LTR. (B) The Undeleted Full-Length IAP is 7.2kb long and contains \textit{gag}, \textit{pol}, and an incapacitated \textit{env} genes. This is the form present in second highest copy number in the genome. (C) The 1delta1 Deleted Form of the Full-Length IAP is 5.4 kb long and contains a 1.9kb deletion in the \textit{gag} and \textit{pol}. This deletion creates a \textit{gag-pol} fusion product that aids in the replication of this IAP form. It also has an incapacitated \textit{env}. This is the form in third highest copy number in the genome. (D) The Solitary LTR has no internal IAP sequence. This is the form present in highest copy number in the genome. Thick black bars are LTRs, arrows are TSSs, white boxes are coding regions, ‘int’ specifies ERV internal region, grey is deletion.
1.4.3 IAPLTR Antisense/Bidirectional Activity

In many of the cases in which IAPLTRs have donated an alternative promoter to a host gene, the LTR has been antisense to the gene – driving transcripts from an antisense promoter (10). Since sense promoter activity is what drives replication and success of the ERV, it can be assumed that any LTR with antisense-promoter effects can also drive transcription in sense, thereby making it a candidate bidirectional promoter (as long as there has been no significant degradation of the LTR which could eliminate promoter activity in the sense orientation). It has long been known that some IAPLTRs have bidirectional promoter ability (65). The promoter regions of two specific copies, IAP81 and MIA14 LTRs, were studied by using restriction sites expansions) (59). Qin et al. have suggested new consensus sequences for the H1 and L1 groups (59).
to clone various portions of the LTR into a reporter construct (65). This early study indicated that unique regions of these LTRs were responsible for driving sense and antisense transcription (65).

1.5 Bidirectional Promoters

Bidirectional promoters are generally defined as promoters for gene pairs arranged in a head-to-head orientation with less than 1000bp between transcription start sites (TSSs); the region between the TSSs is designated the bidirectional promoter (72). Further, to qualify as truly ‘bidirectional’, this promoter must have less than a four-fold difference between sense and antisense transcription in a given system (72). Contrary to popular belief, bidirectionality is not a property of all promoters (72, 73). In fact, bidirectional promoters bind a specific bidirectional suite of transcription factors (TFs) and, even though 78% of vertebrate TFs are underrepresented in them, bidirectional promoters experience an overrepresentation of particular transcription factor binding motifs, suggesting that this is a unique type of promoter with its own biochemistry and molecular signature (74-76). For example, TATA sequences are rare in bidirectional promoters – only 8% contain such a sequence, 18% would be expected by chance, and 28% of unidirectional promoters contain TATA sequences (72). The presence of a TATA-box may have been selected for in unidirectional or ‘typical’ promoters, but it appears to have been selected against in bidirectional promoters (72). Clearly then, in the case of the TATA-box, bidirectional promoters and unidirectional promoters have responded to different selective pressures.

Understanding these differences and uncovering the unique features of bidirectional promoters should be a priority because bidirectional promoters are critically important to the normal physiology of humans and of most higher eukaryotes (72-78). Although they can be up to 1000bp in length, these discrete functional units usually incorporate all of their promoter capacity into less than 300bp that are relied upon for coordinated expression of many important
genes (72). Furthermore, dysregulation of bidirectional promoters has been linked to pathologies, like somatic cancers (77). Therefore, understanding the biochemistry and molecular signature of bidirectional promoters is also critically important to furthering our understanding of physiology, pathology, and evolutionary biology.

1.6 Thesis Objectives

As drivers of epigenome development, re-shapers of the genome, re-wirers of gene networks, and genomic responders to environmental conditions, ERVs have a high functional impact in mammalian genomes yet they are not well understood. IAPs are a good model for ERV research because they are a young, diverse, insertionally polymorphic, species-specific, superfamily of elements that are still active in mice. Their compact promoter-enhancer regions (LTRs) have long been known to have bidirectional capacity. Even though bidirectional promoters are known to be highly important regulators with potent functional impact, these bidirectionally-endowed LTRs have not had their functionality investigated since 1988 (65). Many technologies to improve promoter studies have been published and made available since then, including: the usage of luciferase reporters instead of radiologic reporters; a noise reduction in reporter vectors; the construction of bidirectional reporter vectors; the automation of PCR and usage of high-fidelity polymerases; and many types of software and databases online that can be used for phylogenetic analysis, transcription factor binding site prediction, conservation analysis, etc... (65, 78, 124). I will apply these new technologies to:

1. Characterize the bidirectional promoter activity of IAPLTR1 and its subclasses:
   a. Test whether bidirectional reporter vectors should be used instead of unidirectional reporter vectors for assaying bidirectional promoters;
   b. Investigate whether IAPLTR1s are bidirectional promoters;
c. Identify sense and antisense core promoters present in IAPLTR1;

d. Test whether the sequence differences between H1 and L1 subclasses of IAPLTR1 that occur within the identified sense and antisense core promoters are responsible for their difference in promoter strength.

2. Investigate the evolution of IAPLTR1’s bidirectional promoter activity and its H1 and L1 subclasses:
   a. Evaluate whether the suggested sub-classing of IAPLTR1 based on sequence divergence has functional relevance;
   b. Propose an evolutionary model for H1 and L1 subclasses;
   c. Propose an evolutionary model for antisense LTR activity.
Chapter 2: Materials and Methods

2.1 PCR Conditions

2.1.1 Phusion Polymerase

Phusion high fidelity polymerase was used according to manufacturer instructions with 5ng of template DNA and 0.5ng of template DNA and cycling as follows: 1x [98°C/30”], 30x [98°C/10”,62°C/20”, 72°C/15”], 1x[72°C/7’], [4°C/infinte].

2.1.2 BestTaq Polymerase

BestTaq high fidelity polymerases was used according to manufacturer instructions with 0.5ng of template DNA and cycling as follows: 1x [94°C/3’], 35x [94°C/10”,62°C/20”, 72°C/15”], 1x[72°C/5’], [4°C/infinte].

2.2 Restriction Digests

All restriction digest recipes were mixed well, spun down for 8sec, and incubated for 2 hours at 37C.

2.2.1 NcoI and XmaI Recipe

2.5µL CutSmart buffer, 0.25µL NcoI enzyme, 0.25µL XmaI enzyme, <1µg of DNA, brought to 25µL with dH2O.

2.2.2 NotI and NcoI Recipe

2.5µL CutSmart buffer, 0.25µL NotI enzyme, 0.25µL NcoI, 50ng DNA, brought to 25µL with dH2O.

2.2.3 KpnI Recipe

1µL KpnI enzyme, 2µL ReAct4 Buffer, <µg DNA, brought to 20µL with dH2O.
2.2.4 **BglII Recipe**

1200ng of DNA, 5.30µL BSA, 5.30µL ReAct3 Buffer, brought to 22µL with dH2O, 1.08µL BglII enzyme.

2.3 **Klenow Treatment**

270ng of DNA fragment, 5µL of 10mM dNTPs, 3.7µL ReAct2 Buffer, and 1.5µL of diluted Klenow were mixed and incubated at room temperature for 15min.

2.4 **A-Tailing**

5µL Reaction Buffer, 1.5µL MgCl2, 1.0µL dATP, and 5µL Taq Polymerase were added to 75ng of DNA fragment, mixed, and incubated at 70°C for 30min.

2.5 **Gel Purification**

Fragments were separated in a 1.0-1.5% agarose gel, in 1xTBE with 132-157V of current for 45-120min (ranges given depend on size of fragment and agarose percentage in the gel). The gel was stained in a Gel Red solution for 20-60min and bands were visualized with UV. The appropriate-sized bands were cut from the gel with a scalpel and stored each in their own Epindorf tube. The DNA was purified from the gel with Quaigen’s MiniElute Kit used according to manufacturer instructions.

2.6 **PCR Clean-Up**

QIA-Quick Spin kit was used according to manufacturer’s instructions.

2.7 **Annealing Oligonucleotides Protocol**

Oligos were resuspended in annealing buffer (10mM Tris, pH 7.5-8.0, 50mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA) and mixed in equimolar concentrations. 2µg of each oligo were added to a PCR tube and brought to a total volume of 50µL in annealing buffer. The tube was heated at 95°C for 2min in a pre-heated thermocycler and gradually allowed to cool to 25°C over the course of 45min.
2.8 Plasmids

Promega’s pGL3 vector was already present in the lab stocks. pLucRLuc was generously sent from David Riesman (78). Ectopic cJUN expression was driven from the Flag-JunWT-Myc plasmid which was a gift from Axel Behrens (Addgene plasmid # 47443) (120). Ectopic TFE3 expression was driven from the pEGFP-N1-TFE3 plasmid which was a gift from Shawn Ferguson (Addgene plasmid # 38120) (121). Ectopic MYC expression was driven from the pWPXL-c-Myc plasmid which was a gift from Bob Weinberg (Addgene plasmid # 36980) (122). Ectopic KLF4 expression was driven from the pWPXL-Klf4 plasmid which was a gift from Bob Weinberg (Addgene plasmid # 36981) (122). Ectopic HIF-1alpha was driven from the pcDNA3 mHIF-1α MYC plasmid (P402A/P577A/N813A) which was a gift from Celeste Simon (Addgene plasmid # 44028) (123).

2.9 Ligation Protocol

The following were added to a PCR tube: 2.0µL of 5x buffer, 0.5µL of ligase enzyme, linearized construct and insert were added at a 1:3 ratio as determined by the following equation:

\[
\text{required mass of insert (ng)} = \frac{\text{kb of insert}}{\text{kb of vector}} \times \frac{\text{ng of vector}}{\text{ratio of insert:vector}}
\]

and brought to a total volume of 10.0µL with dH2O. The ligations were mixed by pipetting up and down five times. They were allowed to sit at room temperature for 1 hour before being moved to a 4°C fridge overnight.

2.10 Transformation Protocol

Transformations were carried out with competent DH5α cells. These cells were removed from the -135°C freezer and thawed on ice. 5µL of each mini-prepped construct were added to 100µL of the competent DH5α cells, tubes were mixed gently and incubated on ice for 25min. Then the cells were heat-shocked for 45sec in a water bath at exactly 24°C before the tubes were
returned to ice for 2min. After 2min on ice, the cells were rescued with 800µL of room temperature LB (antibiotic-free) and moved to a 37°C shaker at 110rpm for 1hr30min.

The entire bacterial culture was poured into a micro-centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 5000rcf for 1min to pellet the cells, ~600µL of supernatant was poured off. The cells were gently pipetted up and down to re-suspend them in the remaining 200µL of liquid. This solution was plated on an LBAm^+ or LBKan^+ (depending on what is appropriate) plate under sterile conditions and spread with a hockey stick. These plates were allowed to dry right-side up, then were turned upside down and moved to the 37°C incubator overnight. Once colonies have grown up, the plate was sealed with parafilm and moved to the 4°C fridge.

2.11 Overnight Cultures

A single bacterial colony was picked with an autoclaved toothpick, touched to an appropriately labelled region of a new LBAm^+ or LBKan^+ plate, and dropped into a pre-dispensed 1.4mL LBAm^+ (or LBKan^+). The tooth-pick containing-LBAm^+ tube was then incubated at 37°C overnight with shaking at 150rpm. The plate was turned upside down and incubated at 37°C overnight.

2.12 Glycerol Stocks

40% glycerol (w/v) in dH2O was prepared and autoclaved. 0.5mL of an overnight bacterial culture was pipetted into a cryo-vial. 0.5mL of the prepared glycerol was added to the tube. The mixture was then pipetted up and down gently to mix, and the bacterial glycerol stock was moved to -70°C for storage.

2.13 Mini-Prep Protocol

The 1.4mL of liquid bacterial culture from an overnight was poured into a micro-centrifuge tube and pelleted at 5000rcf for 1min. The supernatant was poured off and the cells
were re-suspended in 600µL of dH₂O. The Zippy™ Plasmid Miniprep Kit by Zymo Research was then used according to the manufacturer’s instructions to separate the plasmid from the *E. coli*. The plasmid was eluted through the column with 20µL of dH₂O.

### 2.14 Maxi-Prep Protocol

A 150mL bacterial culture was grown up overnight at 37°C with shaking at 150rpm in LBAmp⁺ solution. The solution was then poured into a large, plastic tube. The tube was weighed and another tube was filled with dH₂O until it weighed within 1g of the tube containing the bacterial culture. The tubes were placed in the JA10 rotor for the centrifuge so that it would be balanced, and the cultures were pelleted by spinning at 6000rcf for 15min at 4°C. Following centrifugation, the supernatant was poured off and the tube was left open and inverted on a paper towel to dry the pellet. 12mL of S1 Buffer were added to the pellet, which was then vortexed and shaken to break up the cells into a uniform suspension. 12mL of S2 Buffer were then added to the solution. The tube was capped, and inverted 6-8 times for mixing. 12mL of S3 Buffer was added less than five minutes after the addition of the S2 Buffer, the tube was re-capped and mixed by inverting another 6-8 times. The capped tube was incubated on ice for 5min. While the incubation was happening, the filter paper was fluted and placed 1:1 into plastic funnels. Two large test-tube racks were stacked and a large tube was placed in the lower rack with a column that has had 6mL of Buffer N2 flow through it prior. The funnels were then placed in the columns. After the solution had incubated for 5min on ice, it was poured out into the fluted filter paper in a plastic funnel. The flow through was poured out and the large tube was replaced with a new 50mL conical. 32mL of Buffer N3 was washed through into the 50mL conical for about 15min, where it was measured. While Buffer N3 was cleaning the DNA on the column, the large centrifuge tube was washed with ethanol, poured out, and let sit upside down on paper towel
until dry (about 30min). The centrifuge tube, once clean and dry, was placed under the column
and the DNA was eluted off the column with 15mL of Buffer N5. 11mL of 100% isopropynol
were added, the tube was capped and mixed by inverting 3-4times. The tube was weighed, and
100% isopropynol was added until all tubes were within 1g of each other. The tubes were placed,
un-capped in the JA20 rotor for the centrifuge so that it would be balanced, and the cultures were
pelleted by spinning at 15, 000rcf for 30min at 4°C. The isopropynol was then poured off. 5mL
of 70% ethanol were added to the DNA pellet, the tube was swirled to wash the pellet with the
ethanol. The tubes were placed in the JA20 rotor for the centrifuge so that it would be balanced,
and the cultures were pelleted by spinning at 15,000rcf for 10min at room temperature. The
ethanol was pulled off with a pipette, and the pellet was left to dry overnight. 300µL of dH₂O
were added to the pellet and the tube was swirled until the pellet was fully dissolved (until the
water no longer appears to ‘stick’ to the pellet). This solution was then transferred to micro-
centrifuge tubes.

2.15  IL3 LTR Fragment Constructs (pLucRLuc)

IL3 LTR fragments were generated with XmaI and NcoI overhangs (the primers for the
fragment generation are listed in the table), and pLucRLuc was linearized with XmaI and NcoI.
Each LTR fragment was gel purified and ligated into gel purified linear pLucRLuc.

2.16  Point Mutations Constructs (pLucRLuc)

QuikChange Lightening Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit by Agilent Technologies was
used according to manufacturer instructions in order to induce point mutations in IAPLTR1
subclass representatives. Primers for point mutations were designed using Agilent Technology’s
QuikChange Primer Design Program. The reaction mix was mixed as follows (this recipe is for a
single reaction): 5µL 10xreaction buffer, 1.66µL of 30ng/µL template plasmid, 1.25µL of
100ng/µL for each Primer, 1.0µL dNTP XLMix, 37.3µL of dH2O, 1.5µL QuikSolution, and 1.0µL of enzyme. After the reactions have been mixed, cycling was performed to the following specifications: 1x [95°C/2”], 18x [95°C/20’,60°C/10’, 68°C/3”], 1x[68°C/5”], [4Cinfinte].

2µL of DpnI enzyme were added directly to each amplification reaction after the cycling had been completed. The mixture was pipetted gently up and down 20 times, flicked, spun down for 6sec, and incubated in a 37°C water bath for 5min. Following the DnpI digestion, these solutions were transformed into competent DH5α cells according to protocol 2.9.

2.17 Cell Culture

2.17.1 Freeze-Medium Recipe

1mL of fresh freeze medium was prepared for each cryotube. FBS was mixed with 1:10 DMSO, then filtered through a 0.22G (or smaller) sterile filter and syringe. Freeze medium was used cold.

2.17.2 Thawing Cells

9mL of warm media were added to a 15mL conical tube. Cells were rapid-thawed from the -135°C freezer by holding the cryotube in a 37°C water bath and swirling gently until only a small lump of ice was free-floating inside. The tube was then moved to the BSC where a P1000 was used to remove all the cells (the full 1mL of liquid). The cells were gently expelled into the 9mL of pre-allocated warm media before being spun down to a pellet (300G for 5min). The supernatant was pulled off the pellet and discarded. The pellet was re-suspended in 1mL of media and mixed well before another 4mL of media were mixed in. Cells were counted and the appropriate number of cells was plated.

2.17.3 p19 Growth Medium Recipe

DMEM with 10% FBS and 100x (1:100) Penecillin/Streptomycin.
2.17.4 p19 Cell Culture Passaging

The cells were trypsinized with 2mL of Trypsin-0.25%EDTA and tapping until the cells were all drifting free from the surface of the 100mm² culture plate (visualized under the microscope). The Trypsin-0.25% EDTA was then deactivated by the addition of 8mL of p19 growth medium. All 10mL of liquid were pipetted into a 50mL conical tube and pelleted by centrifugation for 5min at 300rcf. The supernatant was then pulled off and discarded and the pellet was re-suspended in 1mL of fresh p19 growth medium. The liquid was pipetted gently up and down with the p1000 40 times, then again with the p200 to break up the cells. 1mL of the cell-suspension was diluted into 9mL of fresh p19 growth medium. The diluted cell suspension was then pipetted into a 100mm² culture plate, that was subsequently incubated at 37°C and 5% CO₂. This protocol was followed every 2-3 days.

2.17.5 p19 Cell Seeding of a 24-Well Plate

The cells were trypsinized with 2mL of Trypsin-0.25%EDTA and tapping until the cells were all drifting free from the surface of the 100mm² culture plate (visualized under the microscope). The Trypsin-0.25% EDTA was then deactivated by the addition of 8mL of p19 growth medium. All 10mL of liquid were pipetted into a 50mL conical tube and pelleted by centrifugation for 5min at 300rcf. The supernatant was then pulled off and discarded and the pellet was re-suspended in 1mL of fresh p19 growth medium. The liquid was pipetted gently up and down with the p1000 40 times, then again with the p200 to break up the cells. 10µL of the cell-solution was mixed in a microcentrifuge tube with 10µL of Trypan-Blue. The tube was removed from the cell hood and 10µL of the Trypan-Blue solution was injected into either side of a hematocytometer. The live-cells were then counted and the following equation was used to calculate the number of live-cells per mL:
The number of cells required for seeding a plate at 60,000 cells per well was found with the following equation:

\[
\frac{\text{number of live cells}}{\text{number of squares counted}} \times 20,000 = \frac{\text{number of live cells in solution}}{\text{mL of solution}}
\]

The amount of cell solution required was found using this equation:

\[
\text{number of cells required} \times \frac{\text{mL of solution}}{\text{number of live cells in solution}}
\]

The amount of cell-solution necessary was aliquoted and brought to volume with p19 growth medium. The volume required was 1mL per cell well that needs seeding. Once the diluted cell solution was well-mixed, the 10mL pipet was used to add 1mL of solution dropwise to each well. The plate was covered and moved front-to-back and side-to-side to ensure even distribution of the cells in each well. Then the plate was incubated at 37°C and 5% CO₂ until the wells were 60-80% confluent (about 24hrs of growth).

2.18 Transfections

600ng of each construct and 300ng of pCMV-βgal and, in the case of the overexpression assays, 300ng of the ectopic expression vector were brought to volume of 75μL with Opti-MEM and left to incubate at room temperature while the next step was completed. Lipofectamine 2000 was mixed with Opti-MEM at a ratio of 1:25 (Lipofectamine2000:Opti-MEM); this solution was left to incubate at room temperature for 5min. 50μL from the DNA-Opti-MEM solution was mixed with 50μL from Lipofectamine2000-Opti-MEM solution, and left to incubate at room temperature for 20min. While the solutions were incubating, the seeded 24-well plate was removed from the 37°C incubator, the growth medium was removed from each well and discarded, the cells were washed with 500μL of serum-free, antibiotic-free DMEM, and 500μL
of serum-free, antibiotic-free DMEM were added to each well. 50µL of each incubating solution were added dropwise to each well. Technical replicates were performed for each solution.

2.19 Lysate Preparation

Before lysing the cells, all growth medium was pulled off and discarded. The cells were washed twice with 500µL PBS, and 100µL of 5x Passive Lysis Buffer (from the Dual Luciferase Kit by Promega). The cells were lysed in this buffer, with shaking, for 15-25min at room temperature. The wells were scraped, underwent freeze-thaw (at least 30min at -20C, with thawing at room temperature), and scraped again. The lysates were pipetted vigorously up and down and transferred to epindorf tubes. Lysates were stored in Styrofoam boxes at -20C.

2.20 Luciferase Measurements

50.0µL of LarII were pre-dispensed into round-bottom polystyrene tubes. 5.0µL of well-mixed lysate were added and the reaction was measured immediately in a luminometer. 50.0µL of Stop’N’Glo were added, pipetted gently up and down 5-10 times, and measured in a luminometer.

2.21 Galactosidase Measurements

300.00µL of galactostar were pre-dispensed into round-bottom polystyrene tubes. 5.0µL of lysate were added and mixed. The lysates were incubated in galactostar for 90-110min before being measured in a luminometer.

2.22 Statistics

2.22.1 Percentage of Full Length Activity for Luciferase Assays

Raw luciferase measurements, whether Firefly or Renilla, were normalized by their respective raw galactosidase measurements using the following equation:

\[
\frac{\text{Raw Luciferase Measurement}}{\text{Raw Galactosidase Measurement}} = \text{Normal Luciferase}
\]
The mean of normalized technical replicates was found:

\[
\frac{(\text{Normal Luciferase 1} + \text{Normal Luciferase 2})}{2} = \text{Biological Replicate}
\]

This is the biological replicate for luciferase activity. An experimental biological replicate (i.e. any value ascertained with pLucRLuc containing an altered version of a full length LTR), was then divided by its according control biological replicate (i.e. full length, unaltered IL3LTR or Wnt9bLTR), and converted to a percentage of full-length promoter activity:

\[
\frac{\text{Experimental Biological Replicate}}{\text{Control Biological Replicate}} \times 100\% = \% \text{ Full Length Activity Biological Replicate}
\]

The mean of the percentage of full-length promoter activity for each experimental value was found:

\[
\frac{\Sigma(\% \text{ Full Length Activity Biological Replicates})}{\text{Number of Biological Replicates}} = \text{Mean } \% \text{ Full Length Activity}
\]

The mean percentage of full length activity was the final value found and the value that was represented in Figure graphics.

2.2.2 Error Bars for Percentage of Full Length Activity Luciferase Assays

The standard deviation of Biological Replicates was found using the following formula (TR = Technical Replicate):

\[
\text{Standard Deviation} = \sqrt{\frac{(TR 1 - \text{Mean of TRs})^2 + (TR 2 - \text{Mean of TRs})^2}{2 - 1}}
\]

This number was then represented as a Percentage of Full Length Activity for each biological replicate (BR):

\[
\text{Percentage Error for a given BR} = \frac{\text{Standard Deviation}}{\text{Mean of Control TRs}}
\]
When the Mean % Full Length Activity was found, the Percentage Error associated with each biological replicate was propagated using the following formula to find the Final Error:

\[
Final Error = \sqrt{(Percentage\ Error \ for\ BR\ 1)^2 + (Percentage\ Error\ for\ BR\ 1)^2}
\]

Final Error was represented by error bars in the figure graphics. If the final number of units is not represented as a percentage (i.e. If it is relative luciferase units), then final error is found by skipping the calculation for percentage error.

### 2.22.3 Calculations for Statistical Significance

The two-sample, two-tailed T-test was used for all calculations of statistical significance. This was the appropriate test because all comparisons were made between the means of two independent populations and the means could be greater or lesser than each other (Biological statistics text). In order to calculate t-value, the following equation was used:

\[
t = \frac{Mean\ %\ Full\ Length\ Activity\ 1 - Mean\ %\ Full\ Length\ Activity\ 2}{\sqrt{\frac{(Standard\ Deviation\ 1)^2}{2} + \frac{(Standard\ Deviation\ 2)^2}{2}}}
\]

The degrees of freedom (DF) present in this system were found by using the equation:

\[
DF = number\ of\ measurements\ per\ Mean\ %\ Full\ Length\ Activity - 1
\]

Table A.2 of Introductory Biological Statistics (126) was then used assign significance to comparisons of sample means by finding the critical value of t at one degree of freedom for any significance greater than or equal to p=0.05.

### 2.23 Transcription Factor Candidate Selection

The three regions of interest from IL3LTR and Wnt9bLTR (in appendix), as well as the full LTRs, were analyzed for TFBS by PROMO-Alggen and oPPOSUM3.0.
2.23.1 PROMO-Alggen

This software uses a two-step process for submission of sequences for TFBS analysis. In step one, ‘SelectSpecies’ and ‘SelectFactors’ were set to *Mus musculus*. In step two, the sequences for analysis were passed in FASTA format into the ‘STRING TO BE ANALYZED’ box, and the search was carried out with a maximum matrix dissimilarity rate of 15.

2.23.2 oPPOSUM 3.0

Sequence-based Single Site Analysis (SSA) was selected as the mode of inquiry. This software uses a four-step process for submission of sequences for TFBS analysis. In step one, the sequences for analysis were pasted in FASTA format into the submission box. In step two, a background of sequences randomly selected from experimental control peaks derived from mouse fibroblasts was selected. In step three, the JASPAR CORE profile for vertebrates was selected as the transcription factor binding matrix. Finally, in step four, the matrix match threshold was set at 85%, all results were set to be displayed, and the results were sorted by Z-score.

2.24 Alignments and Phylogenies

DNA alignments were performed on the SeaView software suite. The MUSCLE aligner was used allowing for gaps. Phylogenies were constructed with PhyML software, typically bootstrapped to 1000.
Chapter 3: Results and Brief Discussion

3.1 Bidirectional Reporter Vectors are Better than Unidirectional Reporter Vectors for Assaying Bidirectional Promoters.

In the past, bidirectional promoter activity has been assayed by cloning a promoter of interest into a unidirectional reporter vector in both orientations (5’ to 3’ and 3’ to 5’) (Figure 3.1). In 2011, Polson et al. built a bidirectional reporter vector – pLucRLuc – so that bidirectional promoter activity could be assayed by one vector in a single experiment (Figure 3.1) (78). To determine which kind of reporter vector (unidirectional or bidirectional) should be used when asking questions of bidirectional promoter activity comparisons were made between their sources of technical error, theoretical biases, and experimental performance.

3.1.1 Bidirectional Reporter Vectors Reduce Sources of Technical Error for Transient Transfection Experiments.

Technical error is experimental error that is attributed to variation in technique or measurement, or any variation inherent in the experiment itself (79). There are many sources of technical error in experiments involving transient transfections of reporter constructs. Table 3.1 summarizes some of these sources of error and whether they are present when using a bidirectional reporter or a unidirectional reporter.

Because unidirectional reporter constructs require the direct comparison of two transfection series – one that reports on sense promoter activity with the promoter cloned 5’ to 3’ with respect to the reporter and a secondary transfection series that reports on antisense promoter activity with the promoter cloned 3’ to 5’ with respect to the reporter (Figure 3.1) – there are many instances where technical error can be introduced between the sense and antisense measurements (Table 3.1). For example, slight differences in the cleanliness or concentration of
Figure 3.1 Unidirectional and Bidirectional Reporter Vector Schematics.

A. **Unidirectional reporter vector schematic, circular.** pGL3 is the model for this schematic [Information from reference 125]. Included in the illustration is the polyA site on one side of the multiple cloning site (MCS) and the reporter, Firefly luciferase (the black arrow indicates the orientation of the reporter), on the other. 

B. **Unidirectional reporter vector schematic, linear.** Illustrated here is the experimental set up with the LTR cloned into the MCS in both orientations. The upper schematic shows the LTR 5’-to-3’ with Firefly luciferase to report sense transcription and a polyA site to block antisense transcription. The lower schematic shows the LTR 3’-to-5’ with Firefly luciferase to report antisense transcription and a polyA site to block sense transcription.

C. **Bidirectional reporter vector schematic, circular.** pLucRLuc is the model for this schematic. Included in the illustration is the MCS between the Firefly and Renilla luciferases (again the black arrow indicates the orientation of the reporter).

D. **Bidirectional reporter vector schematic, linear.** Illustrated here is the experimental set up with the LTR cloned into the MCS in both orientations. The upper schematic shows the LTR 5’-to-3’ with Firefly luciferase to report sense transcription and Renilla luciferase to report antisense transcription. The lower schematic shows the LTR 3’-to-5’ with Firefly luciferase to report antisense transcription and Renilla luciferase to report sense transcription.

[Information from references: 78, 125]
the DNA prep as well as variation from mixing, measurement, or administration of DNA or reagents are sources of technical error inherent in needing to directly compare two transfections. Even though transfection efficiency is controlled (so the absolute number of cells and how well they were transfected is taken into account) well-to-well variation in cell growth and maturity can still introduce error due to differences in cell type and cell function. Well-to-well variation in cell lysis can also introduce error prior to the measurement of sense and antisense promoter activity. On the other hand, when using a unidirectional reporter construct, Firefly luciferase is typically the experimental reporter and Renilla luciferase is typically the control for transfection efficiency. Renilla luciferase produces a stable bioluminescent signal that allows for consistent measurements of transfection efficiency (see the technical manual for Galacto-Star page 3, and Dual Luciferase System page 13) (80, 84). This reduces the amount of technical error expected from this measurement relative to other types of transfection efficiency reporters.

Alternatively, bidirectional reporter constructs use Firefly and Renilla luciferases as experimental measures. Renilla luciferase, therefore, cannot be used as a measure of transfection efficiency, forcing bidirectional reporter assays to use a reporter with decreased consistency of measurement and thus higher inherent error than Renilla for transfection efficiency. Typically, galactosidase is used. However, the reporter of transfection efficiency is the only point on which assays with bidirectional reporter constructs appear to be a source of more technical error than assays using unidirectional reporter constructs. For all other identified parameters, the ability to test sense and antisense promoter activity from a single DNA prep and a single well reduces sources of technical error. Therefore, using a bidirectional, instead of unidirectional, reporter construct to assay the bidirectional capacity of a promoter reduces the number of sources of technical error for the experiment.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Technical Error</th>
<th>Unidirectional Reporter Construct</th>
<th>Bidirectional Reporter Construct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cleanliness of DNA Prep</td>
<td>Present, difference between cleanliness of either DNA prep for either orientation</td>
<td>Absent, single DNA prep so no error can be introduced between sense and antisense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration of DNA Prep</td>
<td>Present, slight differences in concentration in DNA prep can change absolute amount of DNA present for either</td>
<td>Absent, single prep so absolute amount of DNA tested for sense and antisense is the same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing Variability</td>
<td>Present, differences can be introduced from slight variation in mixing of reagents or DNA preps</td>
<td>Absent, single prep so no differences introduced between sense and antisense as a result of mixing variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Variability</td>
<td>Present, differences due to pipetting error, variation inherent to measuring the concentration of DNA in solution, etc…</td>
<td>Reduced, single prep so fewer differences introduced between sense and antisense as a result of measurement variability; although pipetting error during luciferase analysis could still introduce error between sense and antisense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reagent Administration</td>
<td>Present, well-to-well differences in dispersion of reagents and DNA</td>
<td>Absent, single well so no difference in dispersion of reagents and DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Growth/Maturity</td>
<td>Present, well-to-well differences in cell-cell contact and differentiation</td>
<td>Absent, single well so no differences in cell-cell contact and differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell Lysis</td>
<td>Present, well-to-well variation in cell lysing process can vary in concentration of reporter or the amount of cells still adhering to the plate</td>
<td>Absent, single well so no variation between sense and antisense measurements induced from differences in lysis process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation Inherent in Measure of Transfection Efficiency</td>
<td>Reduced, Renilla luciferase (typically used) produces a highly stable bioluminescent molecule that results in highly consistent measurements</td>
<td>Increased, Renilla luciferase is an experimental measure and thus cannot be used, galactosidase (typically used) produces an unstable molecule that results in less consistent measurements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.2 Bidirectional Reporter Constructs are Theoretically Less Likely to Bias the Experimental Results of Bidirectional Promoter Activity than a Unidirectional Reporter Construct.

The purpose of a promoter assay is to test the capacity of given DNA to promote transcription outside of the constraints of its native genomic environment. When a bidirectional promoter is assayed using a unidirectional reporter construct, there is a ‘genomic constraint’ in that the vector dictates that transcription will only occur in one direction through the addition of the poly(A) site upstream of the multiple cloning site. In this way the construct itself, if unidirectional, could introduce a bias to a bidirectional promoter assay. Two examples of how this constraint could introduce a significant bias to bidirectional promoter data obtained with a unidirectional reporter construct are: 1. Polymerase stalling resulting in decreased loading efficiency, and 2. Incapacitating inherent enhancer effects of a promoter.

3.1.2.1 Polymerase Stalling Resulting in Decreased Loading Efficiency of More Polymerases.

If a bidirectional promoter has been cloned into a unidirectional reporter construct, then polymerases recruited for promoter activity in the orientation away from the reporter could remain stalled on the promoter (81). Because these polymerases have nowhere to go, they could sit stagnant on the promoter and sterically hinder other polymerases – even polymerases for promoter activity into the reporter – from loading. Thus, unidirectional reporter constructs could induce a net decrease in polymerase loading efficiency, possibly resulting in net reduction of promoter activity.
3.1.2.2 **Incapacitating inherent enhancer effects of the promoter.**

Polymerase activity in sense and antisense directions across a bidirectional promoter and out into the proximal DNA is thought to increase accessibility of DNA and maintain open chromatin (82). Recently, enhancer RNAs (eRNAs) have been cited as important for the functionality of active enhancers although there has been some evidence to suggest that bidirectional promoter activity is different from eRNA-related enhancer activity (83). Regardless of whether a bidirectional promoter has eRNAs-related enhancer activity or simply promotes bidirectional transcription, if it is being tested in a unidirectional reporter construct, it may not promote transcripts as strongly as it would in a bidirectional reporter construct in which the polymerase was free to enter the proximal DNA in either direction (not just one). In this way, a unidirectional reporter construct could incapacitate the inherent enhancer effects of a promoter, again decreasing the net promoter activity.

3.1.3 **Bidirectional Reporter Constructs Return Different Experimental Results than Unidirectional Reporter Constructs.**

Speculation that there could be differences between unidirectional and bidirectional reporter constructs are only important considerations if there is a significant difference between data reported with unidirectional reporter and data reported with a bidirectional one. To investigate if there was a difference in measured promoter activity based on the type of reporter construct, a bidirectional promoter was assayed in a unidirectional reporter construct (pGL3) and in a bidirectional reporter construct (pLucRLuc) (78, 80, 125). However, since pLucRLuc uses Renilla luciferase as a measure of antisense activity, Renilla first had to be compared to Firefly to see if measurements taken with these luciferases are directly or indirectly (via a constant ratio of renilla:firefly) equivalent (78).
As will be further discussed in the next section, Wnt9bLTR and IL3LTR are bidirectional promoters. These promoters were cloned into both orientations (5’ to 3’ and 3’ to 5’) in pLucRLuc. Sense activity measured with Firefly was directly compared to sense activity measured with Renilla, and antisense activity measured with Firefly was directly compared to antisense activity measured with Renilla (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2). Although there is a one-to-one directly comparable relationship between antisense measurements with Renilla and Firefly luciferase for the Wnt9bLTR, this relationship is inconsistent – even for sense activity of the same promoter (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2). Where antisense activity measurements seemed directly comparable with Renilla and Firefly, sense promoter activity for Wnt9b LTR was found to have a 4.56-fold difference between Renilla and Firefly measurements (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2). Clearly then, Renilla and Firefly measurements are inconsistent in their comparability with respect to a given promoter – neither is it possible to directly compare Firefly and Renilla measurements to each other nor is it possible to establish an indirect relationship between the two. Renilla and Firefly luciferases are not equivalent in this respect.

The second test of equivalence was to see if these relationships were consistent between promoters. IL3LTR promoter activity was measured after it had been cloned in both orientations; sense Firefly activity was compared to sense Renilla activity, and antisense Firefly activity was compared to antisense Renilla activity. Although the relationship between Renilla and Firefly readings for this promoter seem to be consistently 8:1 Renilla:Firefly, IL3LTR Renilla and Firefly measurements were non-equivalent to Wnt9bLTRs Renilla and Firefly measurements (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2). Renilla had an 8-fold increase over Firefly in both sense and antisense for IL3LTR, but had a one-to-one Firefly to Renilla for Wnt9b’s sense promoter activity and a 4.56-fold Renilla to Firefly for Wnt9bLTRs antisense activity (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2). Thus,
Renilla and Firefly luciferases are also inconsistent in their relationship to each other when assaying different promoters.

Conclusively then, Renilla luciferase cannot be compared to Firefly luciferase directly (with the expectation of a consistent 1:1 relationship between the luciferases) or indirectly (with a ratio that could be consistently established either between different promoters or within a given promoter).

To investigate whether there was a difference in measured promoter activity based on the type of reporter construct (unidirectional or bidirectional), measurements with Firefly luciferase could only be compared to other measurements with Firefly luciferase. So IL3LTR was cloned in both orientations into the well-characterized, unidirectional reporter construct pGL3 and the new, bidirectional reporter construct pLucRLuc. Sense and antisense promoter activity could thus be measured using only Firefly luciferase (since that is the reporter present in the pGL3 plasmid), and direct comparisons could be made (Figure 3.3). For both sense and antisense of the same promoter (the IL3LTR), the unidirectional reporter construct (pGL3) returned significantly different measurements than the bidirectional reporter construct (pLucRLuc) (Figure 3.3).

Because there is a significant difference between the measurements taken with a unidirectional reporter and a bidirectional reporter, and there are theoretical biases that could be induced by a unidirectional reporter on the measurements of activity of a bidirectional promoter, a bidirectional reporter construct should be used to assay bidirectional promoters. Moreover, the use of a bidirectional reporter construct decreases the overall sources of technical error that are inherently present in assaying bidirectional promoter activity. The pLucRLuc bidirectional reporter construct will therefore be used instead of a unidirectional reporter construct in order to assay the bidirectional promoter activity of LTRs in the following experiments.
3.2 IAPLTR1 Subclass Analysis

Qin et al. proposed that, due to sequence divergence, two subclasses of the IAPLTR1 class of mouse ERVs would be a more representative system of nomenclature than the current, single classification (IAPLTR1) (59). The two classes identified – high divergence (H1) and low divergence (L1) from the IAPLTR1 Rep-base consensus sequence – were each given a new consensus sequence that was derived only from the sequences that clustered as L1 or H1 (59). To test whether the differences in the sequence of H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 subclasses have functional relevance, recent IAPLTR1 retrotransposition cases were classed as either H1 or L1 and a representative LTR sequence was selected for each subclass. These representative cases should be functionally relevant given their recent retrotransposition and their previously characterized promoter ability. Here, retrotransposition events and promoter activities of transcriptionally active IAPLTR1s that clustered most closely with either the H1 or L1 subclasses consensus sequence were compared.

3.2.1 Recent IAPLTR1 Retrotransposition Cases

Recent cases of IAPLTR1 retrotransposition were identified in the literature. In order to identify representative sequences for the suggested H1 and L1 subclasses of IAPLTR1, only cases with fully sequenced LTRs could be used for this analysis. These recently retrotransposed and fully sequenced IAPLTR1s were further filtered by known promoter activity. Since the goal was to elucidate any functional differences in promoter activity associated with sequence divergence, only the IAPLTR1s that are known to make up the 5’ end of a transcript were considered in this analysis. Six cases of germline IAPLTR1 insertions were identified according to the above constraints. Three of these, including A<sup>iapy</sup>, A<sup>alv</sup>, and A<sup>nv</sup>, are insertions into the Agouti gene (85-87). The fourth IAPLTR1 insertion is downstream of the Wnt9b gene (88).
Figure 3.2 Comparisons of IL3LTR and Wnt9bLTR, and Firefly Luciferase and Renilla Luciferase.

A. Schematic of and LTR cloned in between Renilla and Firefly luciferase as it is in the bidirectional promoter pLucRLuc.

B-C. IL3LTR and Wnt9bLTR cloned in the sense orientation in the bidirectional promoter pLucRLuc.

D-E. IL3LTR and Wnt9bLTR cloned in the antisense orientation in the bidirectional promoter pLucRLuc. Renilla and Firefly Luciferases were found to be non-equivalent. Sense and antisense promoter activities were found to be within four-fold of each other for both of the IAPLTRs tested. The IL3LTR was found to have stronger sense and antisense promoter activities than Wnt9bLTR. These comparisons can be found in Error! Reference source not found. Purple is Renilla, Orange is Firefly, blue is LTR.
Table 3.2 Table of Comparative Values to Accompany Figure 3.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Comparison</th>
<th>LTR</th>
<th>Promoter Activity Compared (S is sense; AS is antisense)</th>
<th>Comparative Value</th>
<th>Significance Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firefly (FF) vs. Renilla (Rn)</td>
<td>IL3</td>
<td>S B. (FF) vs S D. (Rn)</td>
<td>8.15-fold difference</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AS B. (Rn) vs AS D. (FF)</td>
<td>7.88-fold difference</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wnt9b</td>
<td>S C. (FF) vs S E. (Rn)</td>
<td>4.56-fold difference</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AS C. (Rn) vs AS E. (FF)</td>
<td>1.11-fold difference</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense vs Antisense Bidirectional Promoter Activity</td>
<td>IL3</td>
<td>S B. (FF) vs AS D. (FF)</td>
<td>2.86-fold difference</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AS B. (Rn) vs S D. (Rn)</td>
<td>2.77-fold difference</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wnt9b</td>
<td>S C. (FF) vs AS E. (FF)</td>
<td>1.95-fold difference</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AS C. (Rn) vs S E. (Rn)</td>
<td>2.10-fold difference</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense vs Antisense Promoter Comparison</td>
<td>IL3 vs Wnt9b</td>
<td>S B. (FF) vs S C. (FF)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>P ≤ 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AS B. (Rn) vs AS C. (Rn)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>P ≤ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL3 vs Wnt9b</td>
<td>S D. (Rn) vs S E. (Rn)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>P ≤ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AS D. (FF) vs AS E. (FF)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>P ≤ 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fifth identified IAPLTR1 proviral insertion occurred in the LamB3 gene (89). Finally, an IAPLTR1 germline insertion was identified in the Cdk5rap1 gene (90).

Three cases of IAPLTR1 insertions that meet the above criteria were identified in cell lines: HoxB8/Hox-2.4, Il3, and Eps8R1 (91-95). The HoxB8/Hox-2.4 and Il3 IAPLTR1 insertions have 100% sequence identity with each other and with the LamB3 insertion in the mouse germline. Since the Il3 IAP insertion is the best characterized of these cases, this sequence will be referred to as IL3LTR.

To be included on the list of candidates, the IAPLTR1s had to comprise the 5’ part of a transcript. Interestingly, all these cases appear to use an antisense promoter within the LTR to drive these transcripts.

All seven sequences together with the four consensus sequences IAPLTR (IAPLTR1 consensus, IAPLTR1_MM consensus, IAPLTR_L1 consensus, and IAPLT_H1 consensus) were aligned and a phylogeny was constructed to 1000 bootstraps in order to see how these sequences
Figure 3.3 Bidirectional Reporter Constructs Return Different Experimental Results than Unidirectional Reporter Constructs.

A. Schematic of an LTR being cloned in both orientations relative to the Firefly luciferase. Both sense and antisense promoter activity – regardless of whether the experiment was carried out in a unidirectional reporter construct or a bidirectional reporter construct – were measured with Firefly luciferase so that direct comparisons could be made. B. Comparison of IL3 LTR promoter activity in pGL3 (unidirectional reporter construct) and pLucRLuc (bidirectional reporter construct). Firefly luciferase activity was found by normalizing over transfection efficiency and finding the normalized fold-value over the empty vector. Error bars are the standard deviation of biological replicates. Blue represents the promoter of interest. Orange is the measurement of Firefly luciferase.
clustered (Figure 3.4) (71). Representative H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 sequences were selected based on how tightly they clustered with the H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 consensus sequences (Figure 3.4).

3.2.2  **Wnt9b IAPLTR1 is representative of the H1 subclass of IAPLTR1**

The *Wnt9b* IAPLTR1 insertion had the sequence that clustered most closely to the consensus sequence for the H1 subclass of IAPLTR1 (Figure 3.4). This Wnt9bLTR was chosen as the representative of the H1 subclass of IAPLTR1.

The IAP insertion occurred 6.6kb downstream of the *Wnt9b* gene, in sense orientation relative to the gene (88). A/WySn mice with this IAP insertion and a secondary allele in *clf2* (on another chromosome) present with cleft lip (88). The secondary allele causes incomplete methylation of the Wnt9bLTR, de-repressing the LTR and allowing antisense transcripts to run out of the 5’ LTR into the genomic DNA and toward the *Wnt9b* gene (88). These antisense transcripts have an inverse relationship with Wnt9b gene transcripts that coincides with the cleft lip phenotype (88).

3.2.3  **Il3 IAPLTR1 is representative of the L1 subclass of IAPLTR1**

The IL3LTR clustered closely with the L1 IAPLTR1 subclass consensus sequence; therefore, the IL3LTR was chosen as the L1 IAPLTR1 subclass representative (Figure 3.4). It should be noted that the Rep-base consensus sequence for IAPLTR1 also clusters in this group, indicating that most IAPLTR1 sequences in the genome are probably related to the L1 subclass.

There are at least three identified, independent cases of spontaneous mutation involving sequences identical to the IL3LTR, one in the germline – *LamB3* – and two in the WEHI3b (leukemic) cell line: *Il3* and *HoxB8/Hox-2.4*. The *LamB3* IAPLTR1 insertion occurred in C3H mice (89). A severe blistering disease, junctional epidermolysis bullosa, results from this insertion causing a disruption of the *LamB3* gene (which codes for a laminin-5 subunit) (89). No
transcription has been identified initiating in the IAPLTR1 insertion at LamB3 (89); however, an identical LTR forms the 5’ end of a transcript in the case of an IAP insertion 215bp upstream of the Il3 gene in the Balb/c-derived WEHI3b leukemia cell line (95). This IAPLTR insertion causes constitutive transcription of the Il3 gene (95). In the case of the final IAPLTR1 L1 subclass representative insertion, which also occurred in the WEHI3b cell line, the IAP inserted 0.3kb upstream of the HoxB8/Hox2.4 translation initiation site and induces constitutive transcription of this gene (92-94).

3.2.4 H1 and L1 IAPLTRs are Bidirectional Promoters

To be considered bidirectional, a promoter must generate sense and antisense transcripts with TSSs less than 1000bp apart and have less than a four-fold bias between initiation of sense and antisense transcripts (72). Furthermore, bidirectional promoters are typically characterized by: a specific subset of TFBSs, lack of a clear TATA, a median GC content of around 66%, and multiple TSSs (i.e. ‘broad peak’ transcription) (72-78). As will be discussed below, H1 and L1 subclasses of IAPLTR1 meet these requirements and should be considered bidirectional promoters.

3.2.4.1 H1 and L1 IAPLTRs Meet the Requirements to be Considered Bidirectional Promoters

All IAPLTR1s are from 330-370bp in length – including the R and U5 regions, which have no known promoter activity (65). The U3 region of IAPLTR1s – the part of the LTR endowed with promoter capacity – is just over 200bp in length (65). Therefore, IAPLTR1 promoter is clearly small enough, less than 1000bp in length, to be considered a bidirectional promoter.
Figure 3.4 Identification of Functionally Relevant H1 and L1 Subclass Representatives.

Phylogeny was constructed with the sequences deemed ‘functionally relevant’ in Section 3.2.1. The sequences that clustered closest to the H1 and L1 consensus sequences (Wnt9bLTR and IL3LTR, respectively) were identified as functionally relevant subclass representatives.
Since it was previously established that Renilla and Firefly luciferases cannot be directly compared, sense activity measured with Renilla was compared to antisense activity also measured with Renilla, and sense activity measured with Firefly was compared to antisense activity measured with Firefly. In all cases – whether measured with Firefly or Renilla luciferase – the H1 and L1 subclasses of IAPLTR1 both reported less than a four-fold difference in sense and antisense promoter activity (Figure 3.2). Thus, H1 and L1 subclasses of IAPLTR1 meet the requirements of a bidirectional promoter.

3.2.4.2 H1 and L1 IAPLTR1s Have Many of the Characteristics Typical of a Bidirectional Promoter

Both subclasses of IAPLTR1 also share many of the characteristics typically associated with bidirectional promotors. Bidirectional promoters usually have SP1 motifs, GC-boxes, and an enrichment for BRE and GABP TFBSs. CCAATT-boxes, YY1 motifs, and MYC motifs are overrepresented in bidirectional promoters when compared to unidirectional promotors (List of Abbreviations) (72-78). Except for BRE and GABP, IAPLTR1 sequences typically have each of these motifs (61, 62, 65-69). Wnt9bLTR and IL3LTR also appear to contain these sites – although no Myc site has yet been identified in IAPLTR1s (Figure 3.5) (61, 62, 65-69).

Another characteristic of bidirectional promoters is the lack of a clear TATA sequence. Where 18% of promotors would be expected to contain a TATA by chance, 28% of unidirectional promotors have a TATA sequence – suggesting a selective pressure for TATA – and 8% of bidirectional promoters have a TATA sequence – suggesting a selective pressure against TATA (72). None of the IAPLTR1 sequences examined during the course of this research – including all three consensus sequences for IAPLTR1 – have a clear TATA sequence. Since even small changes to the TATA sequence, like TATTTA to TGAATT, have been
demonstrated to cause a significant reduction in promoter activity, the absence of a recognizable TATA sequence strongly indicates that IAPLTR1s are unable to bind the TATA Binding Protein (96).

Bidirectional promoters have a median GC content of 66% (72). IAPLTR1 sequences do not resemble typical bidirectional promoters when it comes to median GC content. The median GC content of IAPLTR1 (measured from the Rep-base consensus sequence) is 50% - less even than the median GC content for unidirectional promoters (which is 53%) (72). Since IAPLTR1s have a lower median GC content than most unidirectional promoters, it is unlikely that the bidirectional promoter activity observed in IAPLTR1s is the result of a high GC content.

Finally, bidirectional promoters typically have broad-peak transcription start sites (TSSs) – in other words, bidirectional promoters usually have multiple TSSs instead of a single, sharp-peaked TSS (which would be typical of a unidirectional promoter). Published 5’ RACE experiments demonstrate that IAPLTR1 antisense transcripts have many TSSs (88, 90, 91, 97) (Figure 3.6). IAPLTR1 promoter activity appears to have a broad-peak TSS. The lack of sense TSS analysis should be noted here. Most identified cases in which IAPLTR1s make up the 5’ end of a transcript that includes a host sequence are generated from the antisense promoter in IAPLTR1. Thus, there are more reports in the literature of antisense TSSs of IAPLTR1. It should also be noted that many 5’ RACE studies only report the longest sequenced RACE-clone, based on the assumption that shorter sequences are artifacts of a fallible assay (example in reference 97). However, when it comes to bidirectional promoter sequences, these studies may have neglected to present evidence for real, alternative TSSs.

All in all, the H1 and L1 subclasses of IAPLTR1 meet the requirements of the definition of a bidirectional promoter and share many of the characteristics that are typically associated
Figure 3.5 IAPLTR-Associated TFBSs That Appear to be Present in H1 and L1 Subclasses of IAPLTR1.

These sites were previously identified in IAPLTRs and appear to have intact sites (according to either alignment or TFBS-requirements specified in the literature) in the H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 subclass representatives Wnt9bLTR and IL3LTR, respectively. TFBSs were identified in the following references: 61, 62, 65-69.

Sp1-Specificity Protein 1, INT-integrase site, YY1-Ying Yang 1, GRE-Glucocorticoid Response Element, AP1-Jun/Fos Dimer Binding Site.
Figure 3.6 IAPLTR1s have Many Transcription Start Sites.

The TSSs represented here were derived from the literature and mapped to their respective TSSs on the above multi-sequence alignment of IAPLTR1 class members. Although there is very little sequence variation between these LTRs, there have been a multitude of antisense TSSs identified for IAPLTR1s. These TSSs were identified in the following references: 88, 90, 91, 97.
with bidirectional promoters. Conclusively then, H1 and L1 IAPLTR1s are bidirectional
promoters.

3.2.5 L1 is a stronger promoter than H1

To investigate the relative bidirectional promoter activity of the IAPLTR1 subclasses L1
and H1, the L1 IAPLTR1 class representative (IL3LTR) was compared to the H1 IAPLTR1 class
representative (Wnt9bLTR), the Firefly activity of L1 was directly compared to the Firefly
activity of H1, and the Renilla to Renilla, for each orientation of the LTR. The L1 representative,
IL3LTR, was a significantly stronger promoter in sense and antisense orientations than the H1
representative, Wnt9bLTR (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2).

3.3 The Core Promoter Sequences of IAPLTR1

The core promoter sequences of IAPLTR1 were investigated next. Core promoters are
defined as regions of DNA capable of initiating transcription (98). In this instance, the title of
‘core promoter’ was conferred to the smallest region of IAPLTR1 that was identified as
sufficient to initiate transcription in sense, antisense, or both. It should be noted, however, that
although these experiments were accurate enough to identify the core promoter regions, they
were not precise enough to identify the minimal core promoter, so an even smaller core promoter
could exist within the ‘core promoters’ identified here.

3.3.1 Regions of IAPLTR1 That are Sufficient to Initiate Transcription

In order to identify regions of the LTR that are sufficient to initiate transcription
systematic deletions of the L1 subclass were performed, fragments were cloned into the
pLucRLuc bidirectional reporter construct, and assayed as above. The L1 subclass of IAPLTR1
was selected for these experiments because it is a significantly stronger promoter than the H1
subclass of IAPLTR1 and therefore provides higher sensitivity for this assay. Primers 1-6, R, and
L were used in conjunction with BestTaq PCR to generate fragments of this LTR named \( A-G \), and subsequently cloned into pLucRLuc using Xmal and NcoI cut sites (Figure 3.7). The resulting seven reporter constructs were transfected into p19 cells and, after a 24-hour incubation, the cells were lysed and luciferase activity was measured (Figure 3.7).

Fragment \( B \) initiated antisense-specific transcription; however, since no transcription was initiated by \( A \), the fragment remaining after \( A \) was subtracted from \( B \) was identified as a sequence of interest (SOI) (Figure 3.7). This SOI, named SOI1, was expected to contain an antisense-specific core promoter. This region was not sufficient to initiate sense-specific transcription. However, fragments \( C, D, \) and \( E \) were all capable of initiating sense transcription (Figure 3.7). Since fragments \( B \) and \( F \) were insufficient to generate sense transcription, they were subtracted from fragment \( D \), and the remaining fragment was hypothesized to contain a core promoter for sense transcription (Figure 3.7). This fragment was named \( K \). Fragment \( K \) also contributes to antisense transcription (Figure 3.7). Its contribution could be that of an enhancer for the antisense promoter identified above or it could contribute a secondary antisense promoter. Therefore, \( K \) could contain a sense-specific promoter and an antisense-enhancer, or a sense-specific promoter and an antisense-specific promoter, or a core bidirectional promoter.

To investigate these possibilities, the resolution of this experiment was increased. A series of finer, systematic deletions within fragment \( K \) were performed using primers to generate segments \( H-J \). Fragment \( K \) was also generated. These segments were cloned into pLucRLuc. The constructs were transfected into p19 cells which were lysed after a 24-hour incubation and luciferase analysis was performed on the resultant lysates.

Fragment \( I \) was sufficient to initiate antisense-specific transcription (Figure 3.7). However, Fragment \( H \) was insufficient to generate any significant transcriptional activity, so \( H \)
was subtracted from I, and the remaining fragment was named SOI2 and was expected to contain an antisense-specific core promoter (Figure 3.7).

Fragment K was sufficient to initiate sense and antisense transcription (Figure 3.7). Since antisense-specific activity had already been attributed to I – i.e. I was insufficient to generate significant sense transcription – and J was insufficient to initiate any transcription, the fragment remaining after I and J had been subtracted from K was identified as an SOI (Figure 3.7). This SOI, SOI3 – was expected to contain a core promoter for sense transcription. This region could be a bidirectional core promoter, capable of initiating both sense and antisense transcription. However, since the shorter fragment I is a stronger antisense promoter than the longer and inclusive fragment K, it is more likely that SOI3 contains a repressive element (Figure 3.7).

The three SOIs identified here – SOI1, SOI2, and SOI3 – were identified as important, necessary sequences for the transcriptional activity of IAPLTR1. SOI1 and SOI2 appeared to provide a significant contribution to antisense-specific transcription, and were expected to contain antisense-specific core promoters (Figure 3.7). On the other hand, SOI3 seemed to make a significant contribution to sense-specific transcription and was expected to contain a sense-specific core promoter (Figure 3.7).

The SOIs were ordered as oligonucleotide pairs with XmaI and NcoI overhangs. The oligonucleotides were annealed and cloned into pLucRLuc. Each of the resultant SOI-containing pLucRLuc constructs was transfected into p19 cells and, after a 24-hour incubation, the cells were lysed and the lysates analyzed using the luciferase assay, as above.

SOI2 is sufficient to initiate antisense-specific transcription; therefore, this 31bp region was designated an antisense-core promoter for IAPLTR1 (Figure 3.8). However, it should be noted that the antisense promoter activity of this SOI is more than four-times stronger.
Figure 3.7 Regions of IL3LTR that are Sufficient to Generate Transcription.

(A) Construct Schematic (B) Rough Deletion Assay (C) Fine Deletion Assay. Primers are indicated in red and green. Fragments names from A-H are in black italics. Fragment B-A = SOI1 and antisense-specific activity. Fragment D-B-F = K and bidirectional transcription. Fragment I-H = SOI2 and antisense-specific activity. Fragment K-I-J = SOI3 and sense-specific activity. Orange is Sense and Firefly. Purple is Antisense and Renilla. Blue is LTR. % is percentage of full-length LTR. (n.s.) is not significant. Significance is measured over the empty vector.
when the 42bp immediately 5’ to it are included (*i.e.* fragment *I*) (Figure 3.7). In other words, although SOI2 is sufficient to generate antisense transcription, part or all of fragment *H* is necessary for strong antisense-specific transcription from this core promoter. The added strength of promoter activity conferred by this fragment could be due to the presence of TFBSs that confer enhancer qualities to the core promoter SOI2. Further, SOI2 did not generate any sense transcription, demonstrating that the antisense promoter activity of IAPLTR1 is not simply the result of strong sense promoter activity; antisense-specific transcript initiation has its own core promoter and can be separated from sense promoter activity. Therefore, the presence of antisense promoter activity could be beneficial for IAPs.

Notably, SOI1 is insufficient to initiate any transcription. However, it is part of the larger *B* fragment that confers antisense-specific promoter activity to IAPLTR1 (Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8). Although SOI1 is necessary for this region to initiate transcription, it must require some part of the first 60bp of IAPLTR1 to be sufficient as a promoter of antisense transcripts. Interestingly, this indicates that a second, antisense-specific core promoter occurs in the first 143bp of IAPLTR1 (Figure 3.8). The discovery of two independent antisense-specific core promoters in IAPLTR1 that generate antisense transcripts in the absence of sense transcription provides even more evidence that antisense transcript initiation is important for IAPs.

In contrast, these experiments provided no evidence that sense transcripts can be generated in the absence of antisense transcription in IAPLTR1s. Based on the two previous experimental series, all sense promoter activity was generated from fragment *K* (Figure 3.7). Since SOI2 was identified as a region that only initiated antisense transcripts and fragment *J* was identified as a region that was insufficient to initiate any transcription, SOI3 was identified as a necessary region for sense transcription and the candidate region for the sense-specific core
Figure 3.8 SOIs and Core Promoters.

(A) Construct Schematic (B) Transcription from SOIs. Only SOI2 is sufficient to drive antisense-specific transcription. Primers are indicated in green and red. Orange is Sense and Firefly. Purple is Antisense and Renilla. Blue is LTR. (C) Core Promoters. SOI1 was deemed necessary but not sufficient for antisense promoter activity, it requires part or all of fragment A to complete Antisense Core Promoter 1. SOI2 is necessary and sufficient for the Antisense Core Promoter 2. SOI3 was deemed necessary but not sufficient for sense promoter activity. SOI3 requires part or all of fragment J for a sense-specific core promoter, or some or all of SOI2 for a bidirectional core-promoter. Primers are indicated with arrows. Solid lines represent regions that are necessary for core promoter activity. Dashed lines represent regions that are required, at least in part, for core promoter activity. Purple represents antisense specific activity. Orange represents sense specific activity.
promoter (Figure 3.7). Yet, SOI3, although necessary for sense-transcription, was insufficient to initiate transcription in and of itself (Figure 3.8), leaving two options for the region of the IAPLTR1 that confers sense promoter activity: 1. the fragment left after $I$ is subtracted from $K$ is an independent, sense-specific core promoter; or 2. antisense promoter activity is necessary for sense promoter activity and the entire 136bp $K$ fragment (including SOI2) is a bidirectional core promoter from which all IAPLTR1 sense transcription initiates.

In the case of IAPLTR1, at least in the L1 subclass, two independent, antisense-specific core promoters were identified, indicating that antisense transcription may play an important role for IAPs (Figure 3.8). On the other hand, sense transcript initiation from IAPLTR1s requires SOI3 but is conferred either by an independent, sense-specific core promoter including part or all of fragment $J$, or a bidirectional core promoter that overlaps with the antisense-specific core promoter SOI2. Taken together, these observations reveal that antisense promoter activity could be important for these IAPs.

### 3.3.2 Sequence Differences Between the Core Promoters Identified in the L1 Subclass of IAPLTR1 and the H1 Subclass of IAPLTR1 Create Differential Promoter Activity

Sixty-four single nucleotide differences exist between the L1 and H1 subclasses of IAPLTR1 (Figure 3.9). Thirty-three of these differences occur within the U3 region – the region from which all IAPLTR1 transcription is controlled (Figure 3.9). Three single nucleotide variations occur in SOI1, three occur in SOI2, and seven occur in SOI3. Since the SOIs are necessary for transcription initiation (as critical components of core promoters) variation in H1 and L1 sequences should confer different attributes to each subclass of IAPLTR1 (Figure 3.9). The stronger promoter activity of the L1 subclass of IAPLTR1 could be the result of the single nucleotide differences between the SOIs of H1 and L1.
To investigate the contribution of these differences to promoter activity, the three single nucleotide variants present in the SO11 of H1 were introduced in the L1 subclass representative IL3LTR. Each of these three, single nucleotide differences were introduced individually in the full length IL3LTR in pLucRLuc so that a single change was present in each construct. 24-hour transfections in p19 cells were performed, the cells were lysed, and promoter activity was measured by luciferase analysis. No significant decrease in promoter activity was detected when a single H1-like point mutation was introduced into the L1 IAPLTR1 sequence. However, the individual induction of point mutation three – making a T-to-C change – produced a significant increase in antisense transcription (Figure 3.10).

Every pairing of these three variants was then introduced by point mutagenesis in the IL3LTR and the same experimental assay was performed. A significant decrease in promoter activity was detected with any combination of two Wnt9bLTR-like variants (Figure 3.10). The most significant double point mutation-induced decrease in promoter activity was observed when point mutation two (C-deletion) was combined with point mutation three (T-to-C transition): the overall transcriptional activity was decreased by 85% (Figure 3.10). The least significant double point mutation-induced decrease in promoter activity was observed when point mutation one (T-to-A transition) was combined with point mutation three (T-to-C transition) and the overall transcription was reduced approximately by half (Figure 3.10).

The combinatory effect of all three point mutations in a single sequence had the strongest effect, reducing promoter activity by 95% in sense and in antisense (Figure 3.10). While this represents a drastic reduction in activity, the remaining activity, 5% of the un-modified IL3LTR, was still significantly more than the signal detected from the empty vector. The fact that 95% of total promoter activity can be lost when only 3 point mutations are introduced to the SO11
Figure 3.9 Sequence Variation Between H1 and L1 Subclasses of IAPLTR1.

(A) Full LTR Sequence Comparison. 64 single nucleotide variants exist between Wnt9bLTR and IL3LTR. 33 of these variants occur in the U3 promoter region. (B) Comparison of SOI Sequences. SOI1 contains 3 single nucleotide variations. SO2 contains 3 single nucleotide variations. SOI3 contains 7 single nucleotide variations. Sequence variants are highlighted in red. SOIs associated with antisense transcription are coloured purple and the SOI associated with sense transcription is coloured orange.
Figure 3.10 Wnt9bLTR SOI1 Variants in IL3LTR Reduces Promoter Strength.

(A) Construct Schematic (B) SOI1 Variants and Point Mutation Names (C) Single Wnt9bLTR-like SOI1 Point Mutations (D) Combinations of Wnt9bLTR-like SOI1 Point Mutations. Significant reduction of IL3LTR promoter activity is achieved with any combination of two Wnt9b-like variants introduced by point mutation. All three SOI1 variants reduce IL3LTR promoter activity by 95% reduction in promoter activity is achieved with all three mutations. Orange is Sense and Firefly. Purple is Antisense and Renilla. Blue is LTR.
sequence for IL3LTR suggests these specific nucleotides are critical for proper promoter activity of the L1 subclass of IAPLTR1. It also provides evidence that the few variations between IAPLTR1 subclass representatives are heavily involved in the differential promoter activities of the H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 subclasses. This result also corroborates that the SOIs are, indeed, necessary sequences for the promoter activity of IAPLTR1.

The reciprocal point mutations were then performed, i.e. the IL3LTR-specific variants were introduced to the H1 subclass representative, Wnt9bLTR, in the pLucRLuc construct and the assays were repeated. The opposite experiment was expected to produce the opposite effect: instead of a reduction in promoter activity, the introduction of the stronger L1 IAPLTR1 promoter variants into the weaker H1 IAPLTR1 promoter sequence was expected to increase promoter activity. In this case, only three constructs were made: a single point mutation, two point mutations, and all three point mutations.

The single (C-insertion) and double (C-insertion + C-to-T transition) point mutations produced no significant effect on the antisense activity of the LTR, and, instead of increasing transcriptional activity, reduced the sense transcription by half (Figure 3.11). This unexpected result indicates that there may be a repressive element for sense transcription present at the 3’ edge of SOI1 in the L1 IAPLTR1. Although the first point mutation in Wnt9bLTR was the addition of a cytosine residue, the second point mutation – which, if anything, produced stronger sense-repression than the first point mutation – removed a cytosine residue, indicating that the repressive effect cannot be due to an increase in methylated cytosine residues. If a repressive sequence is present, it must interact with a transcription factor or induce a particular conformation of DNA. Alternatively, the introduction of these point mutations could cause the loss of a necessary sense-specific TFBS. This, however, is unlikely, given that these two bases in
the otherwise identical L1 SOII seem to be responsible for 85% of the sense transcriptional activity of the IL3LTR (Figure 3.10).

Even more intriguing was the combinatorial effect of all three L1 LTR-like point mutations in the H1 IAPLTR: the presence of all three L1 variants in SOII of Wnt9bLTR, completely restored the sense promoter activity that had been lost with the first and second point mutations, and removed antisense promoter activity entirely (Figure 3.11). Collectively, these three point mutations cause a loss of bidirectional promoter activity, providing the first evidence that IAPLTR1 promoters have the ability to promote sense transcription without antisense transcription. Although there is no evidence that sense-specific promoter activity is possible in the naturally existing IAPLTR1 sequence, leaving open the possibility that IAPLTR1s transitioned to an antisense-dominant promoter due to the presence of or lack of a selective pressure. Together, these point mutation experiments demonstrate the complexity of IAPLTR promoters.

The few differences between these highly similar IAPLTR1 subclass sequences appear to be of functional relevance, as evidenced by the drastic transcriptional differences introduced by introducing the three point mutations in L1 SOII so that it resembles H1 SOII and vice versa. This level of functional relevance fits well with the model of rapidly evolving, highly conserved TFBSs within LTRs (41). Indeed, if the functional differences between the L1 and H1 IAPLTR1s are due to the presence and absence of TFBS, then it should be possible to identify TFBSs present in L1 that are not present in the same regions of H1 and vice versa.
Figure 3.11 IL3LTR SOI1 Variants in Wnt9bLTR Remove Antisense Promoter Activity.

(A) Construct Schematic (B) SOI1 sequence Variants and Point Mutation Numbers (C) Combinatory Effect of All Three IL3-like Variants Causes Loss of Antisense Transcription. The first IL3-like variant introduced in Wnt9bLTR caused a 50% reduction in sense promoter activity. This reduction was maintained with the second mutation, but regained with the third where it was also accompanied by the complete loss of antisense promoter activity. Orange is Sense and Firefly. Purple is Antisense and Renilla. Blue is LTR.
3.4 Variation in the Transcription Factor Binding Sites of the U3 Region of H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 Subclasses Coincide with Differential Promoter Activity

3.4.1.1 TFBS Variation and Differential Promoter Activity of H1 and L1 Subclass Representatives.

Common TFBSs – TFBSs occurring in the same location of the sequences being compared – could be critical TFBSs for general promoter function (since they appear to be conserved between sequences), but they are unlikely to contribute significantly to the differential promoter activity in H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 subclasses. As described below, although there are only 33 single nucleotide variants between the U3 regions (~220bp enhancer-promoter regions) of H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 subclass representatives, there were 32 unique TFBSs predicted (Figure 3.12). These unique, putative sites could be responsible for the differences in promoter activity of H1 and L1 subclasses.

In the U3 region of the naturally occurring H1 and L1 representative sequences 32 unique, putative TFBSs were discovered using the TFBS-finding software oPPOSUM3.0 and PROMO-ALGGEN (99, 100). Fourteen of these unique sites were found in the L1 representative IL3LTR. Eleven of the IL3LTR binding sites were for known activators (NOBOX, TFE3-S, MYB, MYC, NKX2-5(x2), c-JUN(x2), HIFA, REL, and CREB1), and two were for TFs that could activate or repress transcription (MZF1 and KLF4) (101). No known repressive TFBSs were predicted uniquely for IL3LTR. Perhaps the lack of a unique repressive sequence and the presence of four unique activation TFBSs with TFs present in the early embryo (therefore in p19 cells) is what endows IL3LTR with stronger promoter activity than Wnt9bLTR.

Eighteen unique, putative TFBSs were identified in Wnt9bLTR, the H1 representative. Eight activator TFBSs were identified in this sequence (c-JUN(x2), AP1, FOXA2, FOXO3,
NFATC2, SPIB, NKX2-5), five TFBSs that could activate or repress transcription (YY1, MAZ, GATA1, MZF1(x2)), and five that repress transcription (NKX3-2, MIZF(x2), CTCF, ZNF354c) (101). Wnt9bLTR had unique TFBSs predicted for repressors and activators that are present in the early embryo (likely present in p19 cells); these repressive sites could contribute to Wnt9bLTRs weaker promoter activity in p19 cells.

3.4.2 TFBS Variation and IAPLTR1 SOIs

Three SOIs were identified as necessary regions for promoter activity of IAPLTR1 (Figure 3.7). These regions were identified using IL3LTR, the L1 IAPLTR1 subclass representative. There are very few variations between IL3LTR and Wnt9bLTR (the H1 IAPLTR1 subclass representative) (Figure 3.9); however, these variants result in a number of different predicted TFBSs present at the SOIs (Figure 3.12).

Earlier, SOI1 was determined to be necessary but not sufficient to generate antisense activity from one of the two antisense core promoters identified in IAPLTR1 (Figure 3.8). Three intact, putative TFBSs were discovered in this region: sites for activating TFs MYC, TFE3-S, and NKX2-5 (101) (Figure 3.13). Partial sites were also predicted on either edge of SOI: sites for activator NOBOX and repressor NKX3-2 on the 5’ end of the SOI, and a site for activator c-JUN on the 3’ end of the SOI (Figure 3.13). Perhaps the inclusion of complete sites for the TFBSs on either edge of SOI1 would make this region sufficient for promoter activity. This SOI region of the Wnt9bLTR has a putative site for activating TF FOXA2 interrupted at the 5’ end; an intact, activating TFBS (AP1) present in the same location as IL3LTRs MYC and TFE3-S sites; and an interrupted 3’ TFBS for repressor/activator MAX and repressors ZNF354c and NKX3-2 (101) (Figure 3.13). The presence of a TFBS for pluripotency factor MYC in the IL3LTR, and the
Figure 3.12 Uniquely Predicted TFBSs for H1 and L1 Subclass Representatives.

These are the putative TFBSs that were discovered using oPPOSUM3.0 and PROMO-AGGLLEN that were unique to either the IL3LTR sequence or the Wnt9bLTR sequence.
absence of such a site in Wnt9bLTR, could play a role in the stronger promoter activity observed for IL3LTRs in pluripotent p19 cells.

SOI2 was identified as the second antisense core promoter present in IAPLTR1 – both necessary and sufficient to generate antisense transcription from the second antisense core promoter in IL3LTR (Figure 3.8). This region contains three intact, putative TFBSs in IL3LTR – activators c-JUN and HIF1A, and activator/repressor KLF4 – as well as an interrupted, putative TFBS for activating TF MYB at the 5’ end of this SOI (Figure 3.13) (101). There were no unique TFBSs present in H1 IAPLTR1 in this SOI region; thus, each of these activators could be contributing to the stronger promoter activity of IL3LTR (Figure 3.13). It would be interesting to test the SOI2 region of Wnt9bLTR to see if it is sufficient to produce antisense activity without any of these unique TFBSs. If not, these TFBSs could be responsible for one of the antisense core promoters in IL3LTR.

SOI3 was identified as a region that was necessary but not sufficient for sense transcription in IAPLTR1s (Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8). Interestingly, in IL3LTR – the LTR that was used for the promoter bashing experiments – no unique TFBSs were predicted (Figure 3.13). Conversely, two unique TFBSs were predicted in Wnt9bLTR: activator/repressor TFs YY1 and GATA1 (GATA1 is an interrupted TFBS, it overlaps the 3’ edge of the SOI3 region in Wnt9bLTR) (Figure 3.13) (101). Perhaps this region shares a sense-specific activator TFBS. However, of the SOIs, this region has, by far, the most variation per nucleotide so it is less likely to share TFBSs (Figure 3.9). It is possible that sense transcription may originate from a bidirectional core promoter that includes the second antisense-core promoter (SOI2).

Altogether, the variation between TFBSs in H1 and L1 subclass representatives suggests that the identified SOIs may not be SOIs in both subclasses. The SOIs identified are likely for the
Figure 3.13 Uniquely Predicted TFBSs in the SOIs for H1 and L1 Subclasses of IAPLTR1.

Black lines indicate where the putative TFBS lies or overlaps neighboring sequence. TFBSs above are for IL3LTR and below are for Wnt9bLTR. Purple is for antisense specificity. Orange is for sense specificity. Red is for variants.

L1 subclass specifically. A second set of experiments would be required to see if the SOIs of the H1 subclass are the same regions of the LTR, even though the TFBSs are different.

3.4.3 TFBS Variation and SOI1 Point Mutation Experiments

The Wnt9bLTR-like point mutations that were introduced in SOI1 of IL3LTR changed the TFBSs predicted in that SOI (Figure 3.14). Point mutation one caused a loss of MYC and TFE3-S putative binding sites, as well as a gain of AP1 (Figure 3.14). Point mutation two caused a loss of the NKX2-5 putative binding site and a gain of FOXI1 (Figure 3.14). Point mutation three caused a loss of NKX2-5 and c-Jun putative binding sites (Figure 3.14). Of these three point mutations, only point mutation three produced a significant change in promoter activity – it resulted in a significant increase in antisense promoter activity. The other two point mutations, when introduced separately, did not significantly change the promoter activity of IAPLTR1.
However, any and all combinations of these point mutations (and the subsequent loss/gain of TFBSs) resulted in a significant decrease in both sense and antisense promoter activity (Figure 3.10). Loss of MYC, TFE3-S, and NKX2-5 putative TFBSs coincides with reduced promoter activity, suggesting that the combination of these three sites is important for the promoter function of IL3LTR in p19 cells (Figure 3.14). This reduced promoter capacity may be exacerbated by the loss of the putative c-Jun site at the 3’ end of the IL3LTRs SOI1; however, these results are inconclusive with respect to the effect of the presence of a c-Jun motif in SOI1 (Figure 3.14). The gain of the AP1 putative binding site cannot compensate for the MYC, TFE3-S, NKX2-5 triple-binding site loss, although it may be able to compensate for the loss of MYC and TFE3-S in the presence of NKX2-5 (Figure 3.14). The gain of a FOXI1 site does not appear to have a significant effect on the promoter activity of the IL3LTR in p19 cells (Figure 3.14).

The IL3LTR-like point mutations that were introduced in the SOI1 of Wnt9bLTR also changed the TFBSs predicted in the SOI1 (Figure 3.14). Point mutation one did not cause any change in the TFBSs identified in the SOI1 region of Wnt9bLTR; however, it did cause a significant loss of sense promoter activity. The addition of point mutation two created a putative c-Jun site at the 3’ end of SOI1, but did not change the promoter activity from the state induced by point mutation three. Therefore, the acquisition of this c-JUN TFBS does not appear to play a significant role in promoter capacity of Wnt9bLTR. The addition of the third point mutation caused a loss of the putative AP1 site and the gain of a MYC site and a TFE3-S site. The acquisition of MYC and TFE3-S putative binding sites accompanied by the loss of AP1, either in concert with or independent from the acquired putative c-JUN site downstream, resulted in a complete loss of antisense promoter activity and full restoration of sense promoter activity (Figure 3.14). In the SOI1 region of Wnt9bLTR, the presence of MYC and TFE3-S – two
predicted, activator TFBSs – appear to coincide with the loss of antisense transcription. It is possible that the predicted AP1 site in Wnt9bLTR is important for antisense transcript initiation.

### 3.4.4 TFBS Variation and Sensitivity to Ectopic Transcription Factor Expression

Since the SOIs are apparently necessary (if not always sufficient) for core promoter activity, TFBSs that are predicted in an SOI in H1 or L1 but not both IAPLTR1 subclass representatives are good candidates for TFBSs that contribute to differences in promoter activity. If these differentially predicted TFBSs are important to IAPLTR1 function, then the subclass representative with the TFBS may be sensitive to changes in the amount of that TF present in the cell type under study, while the subclass representative without the TFBS should be insensitive to the amount of that TF. Five transcriptional activators that were predicted to have binding sites in an SOI region of IL3LTR – the subclass representative with stronger promoter activity – were selected as candidates for contribution to the stronger promoter activity of the L1 subclass of IAPLTR1. MYC and TFE3-S were selected because they were two of three differential TFBSs that were identified as important to transcription initiation in IL3LTR (Figure 3.14). c-JUN was selected because it was predicted in two SOIs and because it was predicted in the cluster of three differential TFBSs predicted in SOI2, the only SOI that was both necessary and sufficient for promoter activity (Figure 3.14). These first three TFs were also selected because they all had putative binding sites affected by the point mutation experiments in SOI1 – the predicted sites were lost with all three point mutations in IL3LTR and gained with all three point mutations in Wnt9bLTR. KLF4 and HIFA were the final two TFs selected because they were the other two differentially predicted TFBSs in SOI2 (Figure 3.13).

Published ectopic expression constructs for each of these TFs were ordered from Addgene and co-transfected into p19 cells with pLucRLuc containing either IL3LTR or
Figure 3.14 SOI1 Point Mutation Experiments and Predicted TFBSs.

(A) Wnt9bLTR-like Variants Introduced in the SOI1 of IL3LTR. (B) IL3-like Variants Introduced in the SOI1 of Wnt9bLTR. Predicted TFBSs are boxed with solid lines, colour, or dashed lines. Red is for variants introduced by point mutation. Percentage of sense and antisense transcription relative to the unmodified sequence are listed on either side of the SOI1 sequence. (s) is significantly different from 100% expression. (ns) is not significantly different from 100% expression.
Wnt9bLTR and pCMV-Bgal (102-105). The IL3LTR was expected to respond to every case of ectopic expression of a TF with a significant increase in promoter activity relative to Wnt9bLTR (which was expected to be relatively insensitive to the ectopic expression of the TF). This result was not obtained in any of the ectopic expression assays (Figure 3.15). In all cases, there was no significant difference between the response of IL3LTR in the presence of the ectopically expressed TF/IL3LTR under normal conditions compared to the response of the Wnt9bLTR in the presence of ectopically expressed TF/Wnt9bLTR under control conditions (Figure 3.15).

KLF4 and MYC are pluripotency factors, so they are already present – likely in abundance – in p19 cells (which is pluripotent teratocarcinoma cell line) (101). It is possible that ectopic expression of these TFs did not significantly affect transcription because they were already highly expressed in these cells. It is also possible that ectopic expression of a TF in these cells promoted the initiation of differentiation. Differentiation could explain the consistency of the variation in promoter activity between IL3LTR and Wnt9bLTR (106). Sensitivity to the presence/absence of TFs with differential binding sites in IL3LTR and Wnt9bLTR may be better assayed by knocking down TFs of interest with RNAi or by performing transient transfections in cells that have the TF of interest knocked out.
Figure 3.15 TF Overexpression Assays.

No significant difference in sensitivity to the overexpression of these TFs of interest was found between IL3LTR and Wnt9bLTR. Orange is Firefly and Sense. Purple is Renilla and Antisense. Blue is LTR. Yellow indicates the ectopically expressed transcription factor. (n.s.) indicates ‘not significant’. % is promoter activity in the presence of the overexpressed TF over promoter activity in the absence of the overexpressed TF.
Chapter 4: Discussion and Conclusions

There is a growing interest in bidirectional promoters. Recently, several bidirectional reporter vectors have been constructed and published in studies in which researchers attempted to understand bidirectional promoters and their activity. This research provided the first in-depth analysis of bidirectional reporter constructs and documented the comparison of these constructs to traditional, unidirectional reporter construct for analysis of bidirectional promoters. The findings were conclusive: bidirectional reporter vectors reduce error and remove bias, and, therefore, are better for the analysis of bidirectional promoters.

IAPLTRs have long been known to have antisense promoter activity. These experiments provide evidence that IAPLTR1s – a young and abundant subclass of IAPLTRs – are bidirectional promoters (59). They meet the requirements of bidirectional promoters and have many characteristics that typify bidirectional promoters. In this research, functionally relevant representatives were identified for the sequence-based high (H1) and low (L1) divergence subclasses that Qin et al. suggested for IAPLTR1 (59). A detailed study of these sequences with the use of a bidirectional reporter vector revealed that their divergence has functional implications and results in differential promoter performance. Putative TFBSs unique to these differences in sequence were predicted in silico and five candidate TFs were ectopically expressed in the presence of H1 and L1 subclass representatives, but no significant difference in sensitivity to the ectopic expression of the TF was observed. Finally, regions of IAPLTR1 that contain the core promoter sequences were identified. Two independent regions were sufficient to promote antisense-specific activity; only one region was sufficient to promote sense activity and no evidence was found to suggest that this sense activity could be driven independently of antisense activity.
4.1 IAPLTR1 Core Promoter Sequences

A seminal study in 1988 tested the bidirectional promoter capacity of four IAPLTR sequences (65). Although there were no established criteria with which to define a bidirectional promoter, this paper demonstrated that IAPLTR1a sequences could initiate sense and antisense transcription – a trait that is not shared among all IAPLTRs (65). There was significant variability in promoter activity within this class of elements (65). Using a unidirectional reporter construct, regions important for sense and antisense transcription in IAPLTR1a were identified (65).

The data presented here show that IAPLTR1 can also initiate transcripts in sense and antisense, and can be defined as bidirectional promoter according to the current criteria (72-78). Using a bidirectional reporter construct, two antisense-specific core promoter regions were identified, and one region was identified as important for sense transcription. Antisense Core Promoter One and the region important for sense promoter activity lie within the regions that were previously identified as important for antisense and sense transcription in the closely related IAPLTR1a class of elements (Figure 4.1) (65). However, the Antisense Core Promoter Two was previously unidentified as important for antisense transcription in any IAPLTR. These experiments also report significant variability in promoter activity for IAPLTRs within the same class.

4.2 Importance of Antisense Promoters to LTR Activity

The presence of two, independent regions that are sufficient to drive antisense-specific transcription suggests that antisense transcription is important for IAPLTR1s. To date, there have been two well-defined cases of antisense transcription from an LTR conferring a selective advantage to its retroviral element (107). Exogenous retroviruses HTLV-1 and HIV-1 both have
antisense LTR activity that drives transcription 3’-to-5’ into the viral sequence from the 3’ LTR (107). HTLV-1 has an antisense open reading frame (ORF) that generates the HBZ protein which induces/maintains HTLV-1 latency and causes proliferation of the infected cell (107). HIV-1 has an antisense transcript that induces/maintains HIV-1 latency and an antisense ORF that produces the ASP protein that modulates autophagy (107). It is possible that the redundancy of antisense promoters in the IAPLTR1 sequence is present to ensure the production of similar, yet undiscovered, beneficial antisense transcript or ORF.

Alternatively, the presence of antisense transcription from the 5’ LTR could benefit the IAP simply by promoting a local open chromatin state (82, 83). This would provide a rationale for the apparent importance of antisense transcription – i.e. why there appears to be redundant antisense-specific promoters, but no clear sense-specific promoter. If strong antisense transcription from the LTR promotes open chromatin and relatively few sense transcripts are required for successful retotransposition, it would even be logical if sense transcription was the result of strong antisense transcription. Most IAPLTR1s are associated with internal deletions, and so are non-autonomous, requiring full length element proteins (59). So, in general, they are probably not responsible for producing full-length element proteins. Although high sense-transcript copy number could give a stoichiometric advantage to finding and binding the necessary full-length element proteins, there are other ways of out-competing other non-autonomous transcripts for those proteins – such as increased binding efficiency, coordinated transcription, etc... Further, strong antisense transcription could reduce the number of IAP transcripts and fewer IAP transcripts could be easier for the cell to tolerate. This is especially important to note given the importance of antisense transcription to exogenous retroviruses in entering and maintaining the proviral state (107).
4.3 Putative IAPLTR1 Subclass-Specific TFBSs, IAPLTR-Associated TFBSs, and Bidirectional Promoter-Associated TFBSs

In this research, putative TFBSs unique to each of the H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 subclass representatives were identified using TFBS-finding software. These sites were represented (in red) alongside TFBSs that have previously been identified in IAPLTRs (in black) (Figure 4.1). Except for the second GC-box, which was only present in the IL3LTR, and the fifth SP1 site, which was only present in the Wnt9bLTR, all TFBSs that had been identified in the literature were present in both IAPLTR1 sequences and tended to lie in regions that did not accumulate sequence differences (Figure 4.1) (61, 62, 65-69.). It is possible that these sites tend to be conserved in IAPLTRs.

Interestingly, many of the IAPLTR-associated TFBSs are also typically found in bidirectional promoters (indicated with a blue star) (Figure 4.1). GC-boxes, SP1 sites, YY1 sites, and a CCAAT box are all common both to bidirectional promoters and IAPLTRs (72-78). The absence of a recognizable TATA sequence in both IAPLTR1s is not common to all IAPLTR sequences (some IAPLTRs have recognizable TATA sequences), but is a typical feature of bidirectional promoters that is common to many IAPLTRs (72).

Bidirectional promoter-associated or IAPLTR-associated putative TFBSs were also identified in regions of the IAPLTR1 that were deemed necessary for transcription (Figure 3.7). SOI1 (Sequences of Interest were identified as regions of the IAPLTR1 sequence that are necessary for promoter activity) of both IAPLTR1 subclass representatives overlaps the Enhancer1/Enhancer Core that is typically found in IAPLTRs and contains an SP1 site – a motif common to bidirectional promoters (Figure 4.1). The L1 representative, IL3LTR, also has a unique, putative motif for the bidirectional promoter-associated, transcriptional activator MYC
Figure 4.1 Important Regions of IAPLTR1 and Putative Unique TFBSs.

Here all IAP-associated TFBSs present in the H1 and L1 Subclass Representatives of IAPLTR1 are represented in black alongside the unique TFBSs predicted for each subclass in red (Wnt9bLTR-specific=above; IL3LTR-specific=below). Blue stars indicate TFBSs that are also characteristically present in bidirectional promoters. Antisense and sense core promoter sequences are represented by purple and orange lines above the sequence, respectively (dashed line represents region that is required at least in part for sufficiency of the necessary solid-line sequence; where no dashed line is present, sequence is necessary and sufficient for promoter activity). Sequence variants are red, antisense-specific SOIs are purple, sense-specific SOIs are orange. Definitions here: List of Abbreviations.

[Some data from references: 61, 62, 65-69.]
SOI2 contains the CCAAT box – commonly found in both IAPLTR and bidirectional promoter sequences – and another putative SP1 site in the H1 representative (Figure 4.1). SOI3 has the disrupted TATA sequence in both IL3LTR and Wnt9b LTR; however, the transcription initiation site common to IAPLTRs is only intact in the IL3LTR (Figure 4.1). Altogether, the bidirectional promoter associated TFBSs predicted in the IAPLTR1 subclass representatives were typically common sites to both H1 and L1 IAPLTR1s and to IAPLTR sequences in general. This may be an artifact of a literature bias, since most IAPLTR studies have been carried out on a subset of IAPLTR1a sequences (a class that is closely related to IAPLTR1).

4.4 H1 and L1 Subclass Nomenclature Should be Adopted for the IAPLTR1 Class of ERVs

H1 and L1 subclasses of IAPLTR1 were suggested based on divergence (high (H1) and low (L1)) from the Rep-base consensus sequence. The representative sequences for the H1 and L1 subclasses were examined to find out whether the sequence divergence was accompanied by a functional divergence.

Although there are only thirty-three single nucleotide differences between the U3 regions (the promoters) of the H1 and L1 subclass representatives selected, there were many putative, unique TFBSs associated with the sequences of each. Presumably, one or more of the TFs that was predicted to bind a subclass-specific sequence variant contributes to the significantly stronger promoter ability of the L1 IAPLTR1 subclass over the H1 IAPLTR1 subclass. Regardless of whether the TF(s) responsible for this observed difference were successfully identified, the point mutation assays provide definitive evidence that the sequence divergence
between H1 and L1 IAPLTR1 subclasses is accompanied by a functional divergence (Figure 3.10, Figure 3.11).

When the SOI1 of the L1 subclass representative of IAPLTR1 was replaced in the L1 sequence with the SOI1 from the H1 subclass representative (by point mutation for the three single nucleotide variations), 95% of total promoter activity – in sense and in antisense – was lost (Figure 3.10). In the reciprocal experiment, where the SOI1 of the H1 subclass representative was replaced in the H1 IAPLTR1 sequence with the SOI1 from the L1 representative, the H1 promoter ceased to have bidirectional activity: 100% of sense promoter activity was maintained but all antisense activity was lost (Figure 3.11). The SOI1 sequences of the H1 and L1 representatives have only three single nucleotide variations between them (Figure 3.9). The striking impact that these three variants have on their respective sequences reveals that there is a divergence in function that accompanies the H1 and L1 divergence in sequence from the IAPLTR1 consensus. Altogether, these results provide functional evidence that H1 and L1 subclass nomenclature should be applied to the IAPLTR1 class of elements.

4.5 IAPLTR1 Expansions and ERV-Host Co-Evolution

When the sequence divergence of all identified IAPLTR1 sequences in the mouse genome is plotted against the number of sequences with ‘x’ millidivs of divergence, there appear to be three expansions of IAPLTR1 sequence, which I refer to as X, Y, and Z (Figure 4.2) (59). Although it is tempting to use the Rep-base consensus sequence for IAPLTR1 as the most similar sequence to the ancient exogenous retrovirus (aXRV), the aXRV and the expansion(s) most closely related to it remain unknown. However, Y and Z are apparently more closely related to each other than to X based on phylogenetic clustering (59). This allows for the construction of three general options for the evolution of IAPLTR1: 1. Y and Z share an
Figure 4.2 IAPLTR1 Expansions and Evolution.

(A) Three Expansions of IAPLTR1 appeared to have occurred, based on sequence divergence. These expansions were named left-to-right X, Y, and Z. MilliDivs are 1bp divergence for every 1000bp (from RepBase consensus sequence for IAPLTR1) [Data from reference 59] (B-D) Evolutionary Models for IAPLTR1 Expansions. Based on phylogenetic analysis [in reference 59], Z and Y sequences are more closely related to each other than either of them is to X. Option B shows X as the most closely related sequence to aXRV. Options C and D show Z and Y as the most closely related sequences to aXRV: Option C represents a scenario in which Z and Y share the same LCA with X; alternatively, Option D represents two scenarios (each indicated by a dotted line to X) in which either Y or Z shares a more recent LCA with X than the other – in this case, Y and Z are still more closely related to each other than they are to X.
Table 4.1 Comparison of Cell Type and Background for ‘Active’ IAPLTR1 Subclasses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IAPLTR1 Subclass</th>
<th>Insertion Name (Genbank #)</th>
<th>Transcription or Retrotransposition Activity</th>
<th>Cell Type for Activity</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Fused</td>
<td>Spontaneous Mutation</td>
<td>Germ Line</td>
<td>C57BL6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>IL3 (X04120)</td>
<td>Drives Constitutive Expression of IL3</td>
<td>WEHI3b cells</td>
<td>Balb/c</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>HOX2.4 (X54077)</td>
<td>Drives Constitutive Expression of Hox2.4</td>
<td>WEHI3b cells</td>
<td>Balb/c</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>c-mos (AH001881.2)</td>
<td>Activates c-mos</td>
<td>Plasmacytoma</td>
<td>Balb/c</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Notch4 (AB016771)</td>
<td>Generates an alternatively spliced Notch4 transcript</td>
<td>Mammary Tumour</td>
<td>Balb/c</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Knobbly</td>
<td>Spontaneous Mutation</td>
<td>Germ Line</td>
<td>C3H</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>IL6 (X51457)</td>
<td>Drives Constitutive Expression of IL6</td>
<td>Plasmacytoma</td>
<td>Balb/c</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>GM-CSF-959</td>
<td>Drives Constitutive Expression of CSFs</td>
<td>FDC-P1 Cells</td>
<td>DBA/2</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Agouti (L33247)</td>
<td>Spontaneous Mutation</td>
<td>Germ Line</td>
<td>C57BL6</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>ProtoLAP (AB099818)</td>
<td>Common Retrotransposition in Leukemia</td>
<td>Meyloid Leukemia</td>
<td>C3H</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>FBP1 (M97701)</td>
<td>Increases Expression of FBP1</td>
<td>Leukemic Cell Line (L1210)</td>
<td>DBA</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>IL3 (D63766)</td>
<td>Retrotransposition Event</td>
<td>Meyloid Leukemia (L-8028)</td>
<td>C3H/HeJ</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Ep (AF004352)</td>
<td>Retrotransposition Event</td>
<td>Germ Line</td>
<td>C3H/FeJ</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Ap3d1 (AH012499.2)</td>
<td>Retrotransposition Event</td>
<td>Germ Line</td>
<td>C3H/HeJ</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>A1895</td>
<td>Spontaneous Mutation</td>
<td>Germ Line</td>
<td>C3H/HeJ</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Spontaneous Mutation</td>
<td>Germ Line</td>
<td>C3H/HeJ</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Spontaneous Mutation</td>
<td>Germ Line</td>
<td>C3H/HeJ</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Eps8R1</td>
<td>Drives Ectopic Expression of Eps8R1</td>
<td>Many Tissues</td>
<td>C57BL6</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Cdk5rap1 (BB842254)</td>
<td>Polymorphic Insertion Provides poly(A)</td>
<td>Many Tissues</td>
<td>C57BL6</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ancestral sequence that is more closely related to the aXRV for IAPLTR1 than X; 2. Y and Z share an ancestral sequence that is more distantly related to the aXRV for IAPLTR1 than X; 3. a variation of option one in which X shares an ancestral sequence with either Y or Z, but is more distantly related to Y or Z than they are to each other (Figure 4.2).

A comparison of ‘active’ (published cases of IAPLTR1s either driving transcription or recently retrotransposed) H1 and L1 IAPLTR1s, as identified and subcategorized by this study, or by the research of Qin et al. (59), uncovered trends for IAPLTR1 activity (summarized in Table 4.1). Under normal, developmental conditions, members of the H1 subclass of IAPLTR1 appear more likely to retrotranspose than their L1 counterparts (Table 4.1). Spontaneous germline mutations involving IAPLTR1 of either subclass occur most often in C3H mice (Table 4.1).

Qin et al. had previously asserted that L1 IAPLTRs were more likely to be expressed in blood cancers as transforming factors than in normal blood cells – whereas H1 IAPLTRs could be expressed in normal blood cells without acting as transforming factors (59). The stronger promoter activity observed for the L1 subclass of IAPLTR1 may be the reason for the L1 subclass’ increased likelihood of driving transforming, ectopic expression of endogenous genes. Perhaps the tolerance blood cells show for H1-initiated transcription could be attributed to the weaker promoter activity observed for the H1 subclass of IAPLTR1. Notably, while the C3H strain of mouse appears to have more germline retrotransposition events of IAPLTR1s than any other, the Balb/c strain appears to harbour more IAPLTR1-related neoplastic transformations than any other (Table 4.1). Balb/s’c tumour susceptibility could be related to its immune function, given that it has a proclivity for developing inflammatory diseases (117).
TFBSs for immune/stress response factors made up 50% of all unique TFBSs predicted for both subclasses, suggesting that IAPLTR1s could be responsive to the host’s stress and immune response (Table 4.2). Involvement of ERVs in immune/stress response has previously been identified as a mode through which ERVs can confer benefits to the host (27, 52-56). This could also explain why, of all possible cancers, IAPLTR1s seem to participate in blood-cell derived cancers.

ERVs have also been implicated in driving the formation of and reshaping the epigenome (17, 19, 33). Where only 16.7% of putative, unique TFBSs identified in L1 relate to epigenomic factors and relate to the formation of open chromatin, 57.1% of factors with putative binding motifs identified in H1 had to do with the epigenome and the majority were associated with the formation of closed chromatin – including a KRAB-zinc finger protein (ZNF354C) (Table 4.2). The lack of L1-specific epigenetic repressive motifs alongside the presence of H1-specific epigenetic repressive motifs combined with the fact that there are far more known cases of H1 activity under normal conditions, provides some evidence that the X expansion (L1) was an earlier expansion than Z and Y (H1) and that it is usually repressed by factors that H1 has developed modes of escaping.

Most of the putative, unique TFBSs discovered in both IAPLTR1s were for TFs that are expressed in the early embryo, in embryonic reproductive structures, and/or in meiotic oocytes – in other words, most predicted, subclass-specific TFs are present when they need to be if they do indeed affect the ability of the IAP to colonize the genome (Table 4.2). It should be noted that both H1 and L1 subclasses of IAPLTR1 independently acquired predicted sites for NKX3-2, NKX2-5, and – most interestingly – c-JUN. c-JUN is of particular interest because, of the
uniquely predicted TFBSs, it is the only one with a TF that has known expression in primordial oocytes (Table 4.2).

Furthermore, the H1 subclass of IAPLTR1 has a greater diversity of putative unique binding sites between its consensus sequence and its representative sequence (Wnt9bLTR) in spite of the fact that it has fewer total sequences than the L1 subclass (Figure 4.2, Table 4.2) (59). This divergence is probably due to the two individual expansions that have taken place and the ensuing directional selection for particular sequences. The divergence in this subclass may confer higher replicative fitness to the H1 subclass of IAPLTR1 over the L1 subclass, because it has fewer elements that will be responsive to a broader range of environmental stimuli. Even in these short sequences, it appears that increased variation within a replication-capable population results in increased fitness.
**Table 4.2 Summary of TFs Predicted to Bind Unique Sequences in IAPLTR1 Subclass Representatives and Consensus Sequences.**

[This data is from references 101 and 118-119] GS=genitourinary system; M=meiotic; (P)=primordial; UE=unfertilized egg; ICM=inner cell mass; RS=reproductive structures; BL=blastocyst; PF=pluripotency factor. Note that E10.5 is when the P germ cells migrate to the reproductive structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IAPLTR1 Name (Subclass)</th>
<th>Name of TF</th>
<th>Activator/Repressor</th>
<th>Orientation Relative to LTR</th>
<th>Unique Sites</th>
<th>Embryonic Expression</th>
<th>Oocyte Expression (M/P)</th>
<th>Sperm Expression</th>
<th>Stress Response Gene?</th>
<th>Involvement in Epigenome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wnt9b</strong> (H1)</td>
<td>ZNF354C</td>
<td>Repressor</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E3.5 E10.5(GS)</td>
<td>No (M)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Recruits histone methyltransferases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CTCF</td>
<td>Repressor</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E0.5-E13.5 E15.5 (RS)</td>
<td>Yes (M)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Forms chromatin loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c-JUN</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>E3.0-P (BL, ICM, RS)</td>
<td>Yes (P&amp;M)</td>
<td>Yes (P)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Reverses methylation of DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AP1</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E5.5-P</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Interacts with histones to open chromatin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOXA2</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E0.5-E3.0 (ICM) E14.5-15.5 (RS)</td>
<td>No (M) Yes (Primary &amp; Secondary Oocytes)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Hypoxia response; dendritic cell modulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOXO3</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E0.5-E3.0 (ICM) E14.5-15.5 (RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NFATC2</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E15.5 (RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Induces H3K4me3 in dendritic cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIZF/HINFP</td>
<td>Repressor</td>
<td>Antisense/Sense</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>E0.5-E14.5 (BL, ICM)</td>
<td>Yes (M)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Interacts with MBD2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MZF1</td>
<td>Activator or Repressor</td>
<td>Antisense/Sense</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAPLTR1 Name (Subclass)</td>
<td>Name of TF</td>
<td>Activator/Repressor</td>
<td>Orientation Relative to LTR</td>
<td>Unique Sites</td>
<td>Embryonic Expression</td>
<td>Oocyte Expression (M/P)</td>
<td>Sperm Expression</td>
<td>Stress Response Gene?</td>
<td>Involvement in Epigenome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wat9b (H1)</td>
<td>GATA1</td>
<td>Activator or Repressor</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1.5-13.5 (BL)</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES. Platelets; erythroid proliferation.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>Activator or Repressor</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1.5-P (BL, ICM, RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>H3K9 methyltransferase recruiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPIB</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not Enough Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YY1</td>
<td>Activator or Repressor</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1.5-E14.0 (BL, ICM) E16.0-P.0 (RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NNX2-5</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NNX3-2</td>
<td>Repressor</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E14.5 (RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL3 (L1)</td>
<td>KLF4 (PF)</td>
<td>Activator or Repressor</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1.5-E13.5 (BL, ICM)</td>
<td>Yes (M)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES. Heat response; hypoxia.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NNX3-2</td>
<td>Repressor</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E14.5 (RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOBOX</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (M)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TFE3-S</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1.5-E13.5 (BL, ICM) E15.5 (RS)</td>
<td>Yes (M)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES. Innate Immune Response</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MYB</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E14.5 (RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MYC (PF)</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E2.0-E12.0 (BL, ICM)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>Recruits hist. acetyltransferases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAPLTR1 Name (Subclass)</td>
<td>Name of TF</td>
<td>Activator/Repressor</td>
<td>Orientation Relative to LTR</td>
<td>Unique Sites</td>
<td>Embryonic Expression</td>
<td>Oocyte Expression (M/P)</td>
<td>Sperm Expression</td>
<td>Stress Response Gene?</td>
<td>Involvement in Epigenome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL3 (L1)</td>
<td>NNX2-5</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense/Sense</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c-JUN</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>E3.0-P (BL, ICM, RS)</td>
<td>Yes (P&amp;M)</td>
<td>Yes (P)</td>
<td></td>
<td>YES. Widespread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL3 (L1)</td>
<td>HIF1A</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1.5-P (BL, ICM)</td>
<td>Yes (M)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES. Hypoxia</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REL</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E13.5 (RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td></td>
<td>YES. Immune response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MZF1</td>
<td>Activator or Repressor</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CREB1</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not Enough Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>YES. Immune response; anti-apoptotic; maintenance of T-cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL3 with PM</td>
<td>FOXI1</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Not Enough Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOXD3</td>
<td>Repressor (PF)</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E6.5-E14.0 E14.5(RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELF5</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E6.5</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEV</td>
<td>Repressor</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGR1</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1.5 E4.5(ICM) E10.5 (GS) E13.5 (RS)</td>
<td>Yes (M)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Tumor suppressor; involved in myeloid differentiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAPLTR1 Name (Subclass)</td>
<td>Name of TF</td>
<td>Activator/Repressor</td>
<td>Orientation Relative to LTR</td>
<td>Unique Sites</td>
<td>Embryonic Expression</td>
<td>Oocyte Expression (M/P)</td>
<td>Sperm Expression</td>
<td>Stress Response Gene?</td>
<td>Involvement in Epigenome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1 Consensus Only</td>
<td>SOX5</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Antisense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E14.5-E15.5 (RS)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES. Th17 differentiation and immune response</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TBP</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E0.5-E13.0 (BL, ICM, RS)</td>
<td>Yes (M, UE)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>NO.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL3 Consensus Only</td>
<td>KLF4 (PF)</td>
<td>Activator or Repressor</td>
<td>Sense</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E1.5-E13.5 (BL, ICM)</td>
<td>Yes (M)</td>
<td>No Data</td>
<td>YES. Heat response; hypoxia.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 Future Directions

Although I identified regions that contain the core promoters for the H1 and L1 subclasses of IAPLTR1, the minimum core promoter sequences have yet to be elucidated. These sequences could be identified by continuing with fine, 5bp extensions and/or reductions to the 5’ and 3’ ends of each of the SOIs and by analyzing expression from the LTR construct in pLucRLuc transiently transfected into p19 cells (similarly to the protocols I used in this research).

Using TF prediction software, I identified 32 unique, putative TFBSs that bound the U3 region of either H1 or L1 IAPLTR1 subclass representatives, yet whether these TFs are important for the promoter activity of IAPLTR1s is yet to be determined. The TFs that bind these sequences could be knocked down with siRNA in p19 cells and transient transfections of H1 or L1 IAPLTR1-pLucRLuc constructs could be performed and analyzed as was done here. Some TFs of interest cannot be knocked down in p19 cells, i.e. pluripotency factors cannot be knocked down in a pluripotent cell type without causing differentiation which would alter the expression of IAPLTR-driven transcripts. Knock downs in p19 cells would also be difficult because they divide rapidly, so a different and slower-growing cell type may be necessary for this experiment. Alternatively, a cell line with a knock-out for a TF of interest could simply have the appropriate constructs transiently transfected into them for assessment. Either the knock out or the knock down of a TF of interest would reveal whether that TF is involved in the promoter activity of that particular subclass of IAPLTR1; however, further experiments would be required to tease out the direct effects from the absence of the TF from the indirect effects.

I demonstrated that bidirectional promoter activity is generated from both subclasses of IAPLTR1 and that the L1 subclass of IAPLTR1 is a stronger promoter than the H1 subclass of IAPLTR in p19 cells. However, it is not yet known whether this promoter activity is affected by
cell type/environment. The same transfection experiments could be performed in alternate cell
types, like NIH3T3 (mouse fibroblast) cells. This would provide the opportunity to assay the
IAPLTR promoters in a different cellular environment and analyze whether their promoter
activity changes in a different (in the case of NIH3T3 cells, differentiated) environment.

I showed that there is strong antisense promoter activity from both subclasses of
IAPLTR1; however, it is not yet known whether the 3’ LTR of IAPLTR1 elements promotes
transcription of an antisense IAP transcript. To discover an antisense transcript for IAPs with
IAPLTR1s, the internal region of the IAP with only the 3’ LTR (no 5’ LTR) could be cloned in
sense into a unidirectional reporter construct like pGL4. These constructs could then be
transiently transfected into non-murine cells (i.e. cells that do not have any background IAP
transcripts, like Human K562 cells) and lysate analysis could be performed to determine whether
the IAPLTR is transcriptionally active (the 3’ LTR should be sufficient to drive sense
transcription into the reporter). If a non-murine cell type that is capable of driving transcription
from IAPLTR1 can be found, then those cell lysates could be further analyzed with strand-
specific RT-PCR and primer walking. This should identify any antisense IAP transcripts
generated by the antisense IAPLTR1 activity.

I noted that putative TFBSs unique to either the H1 or L1 subclass of IAPLTR1 tend to
have TFs expressed in the early embryo or the stress response, or have TFs that affect the
epigenomic state. Global analysis of putative, unique TFBSs among related ERVs from different
expansions could provide insight as to whether there is a tendency to acquire certain types of
TFBSs. For example, TFBSs that would be responsive to stress response or TFBSs that allow for
epigenome modifications, etc… This kind of global analysis, especially if paired with functional
assays, could uncover trends in the co-evolution of the host and the ERV.
4.7 Significance of Work

In this work, I identified core promoter sequences of IAPLTR1, provided evidence that the small sequence divergence between two IAPLTR1 expansions was accompanied by functional divergence, and recommended that a system of nomenclature that had previously been suggested based on the aforementioned sequence divergence be accepted. I also noted that IAPLTRs may have a tendency to acquire stress-response and epigenome-related TFBSs, and commented on the nature of host-ERV co-evolution. I discussed three evolutionary expansions of IAPLTR1, and proposed three hypotheses for the evolutionary history of these expansions. Finally, I performed an in-depth analysis of the advantages of using a bidirectional reporter vector over a unidirectional reporter vector when assaying bidirectional promoters.
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Appendices

Appendix A  Primers and Fragments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Used for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wnt9bLTR-F</td>
<td>CTGAAACCGGGATTGTTATTGACG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wnt9bLTR-R</td>
<td>TGTCTACGGGGATTGTTATTGACG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_L</td>
<td>CTGAAACCGGGATACG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_D1</td>
<td>CTTCAACCAGGACTTAAACAGGATTCAGC</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_D2</td>
<td>CTGAAACCGGGAGGACGACGACAG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_D3</td>
<td>CTGAAACCGGGAGGACGACGACAG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_D4</td>
<td>CTGAAACCGGGATACG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_D5</td>
<td>TGTCTACCCGGGGGTGGGGACGCC</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_D6</td>
<td>CTGAAACCGGGAGGACGACGACG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_D7</td>
<td>CTGAAACCGGGAGGACGACGACG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_D8</td>
<td>CTGAAACCGGGAGGACGACGACG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LamB3LTR_D10</td>
<td>CTGAAACCGGGAGGACGACGACG</td>
<td>Frags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pLucRLuc_SeqL</td>
<td>GCCTTATGCAGTTGCTCTCC</td>
<td>Seq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pLucRLuc_SeqR</td>
<td>TGATACTTAACCTGCCCAGTG</td>
<td>Seq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del2096-antisense_2a</td>
<td>GAGCACAAGTGATTCAAAATACCCCTTGCTAGC</td>
<td>P.M.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del12096 2a</td>
<td>CGCATGAGCAGGGGTATTTATGACTTTGCTC</td>
<td>P.M.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2100c 3</td>
<td>CAGAGCACAAGTAGTCGTAAGATCCCTGGCTC</td>
<td>P.M.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t2100c 4</td>
<td>GAGCAAAGTGTTATCGTATTGGACTTTGCTC</td>
<td>P.M.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del2096-antisense_2b</td>
<td>CACAAGTAGTGATTCAAAATACCCCTTGCTAGC</td>
<td>P.M.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del2096 2b</td>
<td>GCCGATGAGCAGGGGTATTTATGACTTTGCTC</td>
<td>P.M.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del2096-antisense_3</td>
<td>CACAAGTAGTGATTCAAAATACCCCTTGCTAGC</td>
<td>P.M.s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del2096 3</td>
<td>GCCGATGAGCAGGGGTATTTATGACTTTGCTC</td>
<td>P.M.s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P.M.s=Point Mutations; Frags=Fragment Generation; Seq=Sequencing; LamB3=IL3 LTR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment</th>
<th>Primer 1</th>
<th>Primer 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_L</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_L</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_L</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_L</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D4</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D5</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D6</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D4</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D4</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D10</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D4</td>
<td>LamB3LTR_D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wnt9bLTR</td>
<td>Wnt9bLTR-F</td>
<td>Wnt9bLTR-R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B  Oligonucleotides and Sequences of Interest

Sequence of Interest 1 (SOI1)

Oligo 1:       CATGGTCATAAGATACCCCTTGGCACATGCGCAGATTATTTGTTCACC
Oligo 2:       CCGGGGTAAAAAATAATCTGCGCATGTGCAAGCGGTATTCTATGAC

Sequence of Interest 2 (SOI2)

Oligo 1:       CATGGGGACGTGCTACTCCCTGATTGCTGCAGCCCC
Oligo 2:       CCGGGGGCTGCGCAGCCAAATCAGGGAGTGACACGTCC

Sequence of Interest 3 (SOI3)

Oligo 1:       CATGGGGAGCATTTCTTCGCCTCC
Oligo 2:       CCGGGAGGCGAAGGAAATGCTCC